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Abstract
Sentence retrieval is one of the most important components of slot filling task which has crucial
effects on overall results of TAC KBP. Defining a well-constructed slot filling query, brevity of
the sentences and use of co-references are some of major challenges one has to cope with in
sentence retrieval in order to retrieve well-ranked relevant sentences in response to the queries.
In this study, we took two datasets that are built from TAC KBP 2011 data collection. Initially,
we analyzed the performance of the document retrieval for both datasets. After we verified the
performance of the document retrieval for each of the datasets we focused on the sentence
retrieval to improve the sentence rankings and the number of the relevant sentences retrieved per
queries. We have used triggering language modeling as our baseline and we applied language
modeling with four different smoothing techniques (Absolute discounting, Bayesian smoothing
with Drichlet priors, Linear interpolation and Log Linear Interpolation) to get a better ranked
sentences. Using the dataset-2, which gave the best results in document retrieval, we observed
that using Drichlet language modeling outperforms on our baseline model in sentence retrieval
task. We obtained a 10.9% improvement in mean average precision (MAP) value.
To boost the performance of the best performing language model, we proposed a new approach
that requires defining relation based patterns for each slot types. By using different number of
patterns for seven different relations we observe about 3% increment in MAP results. In total, we
improved the MAP results by 13.76% using Drichlet language modeling along with relation
based patterns.

Key Words:
Information Retrieval, Information Extraction, Language Modeling, Question Answering, Slot Filling,
Pattern Matching
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CHAPTER 1

1 Introduction
To take the requirement of the information for human beings from the very beginning we should start by
asking the following question. Why do we need the information about a fact, an event, or an individual?
We need it because we have a requirement of identifying our environment. This identification is very
dependent on the knowledge that we have about a fact or an individual. The knowledge is very important
because it is the basic phenomenon that forms our decision. Undoubtedly, taking right decisions on the
right time is one of the most important issues in human life.
The cruciality of the results of right decisions prompt people taking as much as possible right decisions.
To take a right decision is not only an important issue in one individual’s life but also in different types of
business administration of governmental institutions, universities, and factories which have many impacts
of many other peoples’ life. The knowledge about a particular fact, an event, an individual or an
organization would be very helpful for administrations which may cause many improvements in the
performance of the business they deal with. Therefore, the more we know about a fact an event or an
individual the more probable that we can have a right idea about them and the better that we can make use
of that knowledge.
Today, we have a great deal of information present on the web in various formats. This information is
generally stored in natural language form as raw text1 which is not directly useful for some tasks and
purposes. In order to get benefit of the knowledge stored in the unstructured texts available on the web,
we need to find a way of gathering desired information in a structured format.
There are different key notions that help us to achieve this overall goal of gathering valuable facts and
storing them in a structured form that can later be employed in various tasks.
Information Retrieval (IR) is a mechanism of retrieving documents out of a collection of unstructured
data which is obtained in response to the information need [2]. Given a set of keywords, we can get a
relatively more constrained scope of data out of indexed documents with the help of IR mechanism.
The other related system to IR is Information Extraction (IE) which generally deals with templates.
Templates are linguistic patterns that are commonly defined as a set of attribute/value pairs (slots). These
systems are usually focused on finding values that can be used for filling the slots of a desired template.
This is done in a given domain by applying an IE process such as defining some extraction rules with
some syntactic (more in detail morphologic), semantic or/and pragmatic constraints.
Question Answering (QA), is another discipline which is in a tight collaboration with Natural Language
Processing (NLP) and IR that cares about finding the answer to desired questions expressed in NLP
format. A usual QA system/application would try to find relevant answers (text spans) to a query by
searching a database or a Knowledge Base (KB) which are the different forms of storing data in a
structured way.

1

As it is mentioned in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Text_mining, over %80 of the data on the web is textual.
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The main consideration of this work is the slot filling sub task of Knowledge Base Population (KBP). Slot
Filling sub task of KBP system tries to combine IE and QA disciplines in one system such that it gathers
information about entities which are stored in a large set of documents. It constructs and populates a KB
by discovering facts about entities. Each entity is of the type Person or Organization, and is represented
with a slot - an attribute-value pairs that are expected to be filled by the KBP slot filling system given a
query.
One of the modules of the slot filling task which plays important role in the final results is the Sentence
Retrieval (SR). We will focus on the Sentence Retrieval (SR) task of the Slot Filling in this work. The SR
module deals with the problem of getting relevant sentences given a query once the document retrieval is
run and provides the documents to it as an input. SR task ranks the sentences according to their relevance
to the query and provides this as an input to the following module.
This work investigates and discusses different approaches to the sentence ranking given a slot filling
query. The more successful sentence retrieval module of the slot filling task runs the better output the
system will have for the relation extraction module which runs after sentence retrieval module.
The structure of the paper is designed in following way:
First chapter of the paper gives the general difficulties and problems that one may face in sentence
retrieval task, the solutions suggested to these problems in the literature and available state of the art
language models and their use in sentence retrieval task. The second chapter talks about the data format
and the way that the data is prepared for the analysis and experiments. Third chapter focuses on the
analysis of the document retrieval using two datasets, dataset-1 and dataset-2. In the fourth chapter, we
analyze the sentence retrieval on two datasets and apply different language models to improve the results
of the dataset-2. In this chapter we introduce different relation based patterns to boost the performance of
the sentence retrieval. Fifth chapter summarizes the work and gives ideas about a possible future work.

1.1 Overall Architecture
Text Analysis Conferences (TAC) are series of conferences conducted by National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) to contribute research on the NLP areas. KBP is a track of TAC whose purpose is
to populate a KB by exploring facts about a set of named entities out of a large body of text.
KBP is carried out through two subtasks which are Entity Linking (EL) and Slot Filling (SF) tasks. In EL,
we associate names in data collection to entities. SF module, which is introduced in 2009 in TACs,
explores information for each entity and their slot types. In SF task of TAC KBP Project the main idea is
to develop a KB that aggregates information about all predefined slot types for some entities that are
either the person (PER) or the organization (ORG). The overall SF process is done by a set of subtasks
which are shown in Figure 1.1 [1].

2

Figure 1.1: Slot Filling System Architecture
In our baseline system, once we have our collection of data and the query, we start by retrieving a set of
documents that are supposed to be most relevant to the query. This is done through document retrieval
phase by making use of some third party tools such as Lucene2 and Indri Toolkit3. After we retrieve the
top 50 documents relevant to the query we segment the data in the documents into sentences. A Name
Entity (NE) tagger is then applied to the retrieved sentences. Then, we apply the SR module to have the
more constrained relevant information. The sentences are ranked based on their relevancy to the query
and the top 40 sentences are selected for the further step which is called Relation Extraction (RE). In RE,
we analyze the sentences and define some features for the sentences and train a model using some
supervised learning techniques. Eventually, we find out which segment of the sentence carries the
information needed to fill the value of the desired slot type. Hence, we populate our KB the aim of which
is to keep and enhance facts about some NEs by initially taking a large collection of data (web documents
and online journals) and finally giving slot values as our output.
When we consider the overall architecture of the system, undoubtedly, the Document Retrieval (DR) is a
very important component as it supplies the input to the proceeding modules (namely, the SR and the RE
modules). Due to the fact that each module implicitly presuppose that it has enough relevant information
to process, SR would not make any sense to yield a good result unless it has at least one relevant sentence
provided by the DR process. Similarly, DR module would need access to enough relevant documents per
query to assist for the following steps.

2
3

http://lucene.apache.org/core/
http://www.lemurproject.org/indri.php
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This thesis is mostly focused on the Sentence Retrieval part of the architecture. This part gets benefit from
some particular aspects of traditional IR and QA. In addition, SR plays an important intermediary role in
the quality of the final result. Even though we already have a very well working DR module, we still need
to constrain the relevant information scope. The better this module of the whole system works the more
probable that we provide accurate information for the slot type. Once we reduce the problem of obtaining
relevant sentences that will be served to the following step we will considerably increase the overall
performance of the whole system.
As we can infer from the overall architecture of the system, it is noticeably important to get good results
from SR and DR modules. Therefore, we will go through both modules of the system once we analyze the
DR module and make sure that it provides enough good results for the SR module.

1.2 Difficulties in Sentence Retrieval
The ultimate purpose of SF task of TAC KBP project is finding exact information that can be a value to
the corresponding attribute of an entity slot in response to a query. Final achievement of the system is
dependent on how well and efficiently each subtasks of the whole system have run. Query processing, DR
module, getting well ranked sentences in SR Module and exploiting needed value out of the retrieved
relevant sentences are all major sub-processes of the whole system which are most effective on final
result.
Before we run sentence retrieval we first need to retrieve relevant documents to the query. Then we
process each sentence in the document and rank them with respect to their relevance to the query. But,
why do we need SR module? Would not DR be enough to directly exploit the information we need for the
slot value? Although, the answer seems to be trivial it is better to remind some facts that are determinative
to require us to have SR component in the whole process.
Because of the fact that the data we are willing to extract is a very small portion of the whole data stored
in a document, we need a relevant sentence rather than a relevant document to process. The information
stored in relevant document may not have a uniform distribution. Topic and information stored in a single
document may vary passage to passage and may talk about different facts. This change may happen even
in between adjacent sentences. Hence, we need a narrower scope of data like sentences. The assumption
here is that the relevant information that we want to grab in a document is mostly stored in a single
sentence [3].
In NLP area, SR is most close to DR processing. Hence, SR has tight relation with IR. However, SR
comes up with its own shortcomings that may not be that distinctive problem for a typical IR problem.
The experiments have shown that even the most well-known techniques that are commonly used for IR do
not work well with SR [3]. Therefore, we need to take the SR as a distinct task from a DR for dealing
with its problem. Nevertheless, SR grants similar problems we have for DR as well as the problems that
are specific to it. The major obstacles that we may likely face during the SR processing can be
categorized under three different subtitles, i.e. the brevity, the sentence relevancy and the question
construction problems.

4

1.2.1 The Brevity Problem
A typical sentence includes much fewer words than a document does. This property of a sentence in SF
task can be taken into consideration from two different aspects. From one point of view, this aspect seems
to be an advantage since the exact answer is kept in a narrower scope of data. From another point of view,
this property of a sentence causes a major disadvantage to the system. Our task of finding a relevant
sentence given a query becomes more complicated due to the difficulty of associating the relevancy
between a query and a single sentence. Having few words and to not be able to easily associate the
relevancy of a query to a sentence can be defined as a brevity problem in SR task. This is only one of the
reasons why we needed to take SR problem as a different problem than DR problems.
In total, what we are doing is to find relevant data to the query by getting benefit of using the target data.
In DR, we usually have enough data in a document to find an association between that document and the
query. However, the brevity of a sentence obstructs our way of finding a good association between a
question and a relevant sentence. Many techniques that we use in DR get benefit of the size of the
documents/collections when they retrieve the relevant documents.
For instance, in Boolean methods of IR, after we indexed our documents we seek for the presence of the
query terms in a document to count it as relevant. That means, if any word in the query is present in a
document it will interest us. For any word to be present in a document is very dependent to the size of that
document. The longer the document is, the more probable that the query word occurs in it.
Similarly, in vector space model approach of IR we generally make use of
scores when we want
to represent our data in a document. TF score of a document is dependent on the size of the document that
the query word appears and
is dependent on the size of the collection of documents that includes the
query word.
score representation of a word gives a good idea about how specific a word is to a
document. It is more likely to find semantically similar words in a single document since it is supposed to
be formed around the same topic. Furthermore, it is easier and more probable to come across a distinctive
and more informative word that can be very helpful to determine the relevancy of the document to a query
in DR. However, in SR, since we have only few set of words to differentiate the importance of the word
in a sentence, it is not that easy. Each word present in a sentence may play a crucial role and may be as
useful as the others.
Beyond these traditional methods, the Language Models (LM) which are the state of the art approaches to
DR make use of the statistics on a large data for which brevity of the sentences still remains as a
disadvantage.
The assumptions of the methods for DR, which are mentioned above, are very suitable for DR but not for
SR because of the brevity problem. Therefore, even if we apply the same methods that we use for DR we
may not still get as good a result as we get for DR. Keeping all these in mind, the brevity of the sentence
stays as one of the most dominant factors one needs to deal with to increase the performance of getting
well ranked sentences to the query in SR task.
In SR task, to encounter a query word in a sentence is less likely to encounter it in a document. Even if we
have a query term in a sentence the frequency of the word will not help us as much as it help us when we
apply LMs or Vector Space Models to DR task where we get benefit of the frequencies of the terms
appearing in the text.
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To exemplify above obstacles in SR task for SF we may consider following case. Let query Q be “Abu
Zubeydah” and relation R be ”per_cities_of_residence”. So that, we are seeking for possible sentences
including cities_of_residence of a person whose name is Abu Zubeydah. Since we give only the name of
the person in the query, the possible relevant sentence that would be grabbed by the system in which we
use LMs can be a sentence as following:
S1: “Abu Zubeydah used to live in the city of Peshawar in 1990s.”
Sentence S1 would be ranked in top most by the system since it shares two common words to the query.
However, this case is pretty optimistic and we may have worse case as follow in which although we have
an answer we may not grab the sentence.
S2: “For several years in the 1990s, he lived and worked in the northern Pakistan, city of Peshawer.”
System either would miss retrieving the sentence S2 or retrieve it with a very low ranking score since S2
does not share any common words with the query. However, the required information is embedded in the
sentence at anyway although there is no exact matching of the query terms.
In SR task we may have many informative sentences, which includes the answer but cannot be ranked
with a higher ranking score. One of the main reason stem from the problem that occurs in S2 case. Instead
of explicit mention of the name the co-reference “He” is used. The usage of co-reference decreases the
overall probability of the relevance of the sentence to the query with simplistic approaches. Most
probably in the preceding sentence(s) of the S2 the word “Abu Zubeydah” occurred and it is not repeated
again in the sentence S2. This reminds us the importance of the context that the sentence occurs and the
sentences in adjacency of S2. Thus, to take a sentence as a single process target may not be a good
approach for every case. The brevity of the sentence comes up as an important obstacle.
Usage of co-references in a sentence is one of the common cases we may encounter in SR task. To deal
with this problem we need to find the ways for grabbing the information in surrounding context. All these
facts exhibit that even though term distribution which is dependent on the size of the text help us defining
relevancy in DR it may not be helpful in SR processing. Therefore, we need more sophisticated methods
such as creating word clusters (Instead of using exact term matching, word clusters that may enhance the
probability of a query term to the sentence term can be constructed) or applying co-reference resolution to
sentences to overcome these problems. Each solution will come up with its own shortcomings which are
discussed later in the section 1.4 of the paper.

1.2.2 The Relevancy Problem
Another problem of SR module is to determine how a question is related to a sentence. Do the query and
the candidate sentence(s) talk about the same topic? To define a single topic for a document is
comparatively easier than doing it for a sentence. When we use LMs for DR module we get benefit of the
statistics and we can say that a particular document talks about the same topic with the query. However,
as it is mentioned in previous section due to brevity of the sentence it is not that easy to determine for the
sentence. The number of related words in a sentence would not be enough to detect the topic of a
sentence.
Let us consider the following query and the sentence. Assume that we are looking for foundation date of
the “Ghent University”. So the query Q is “Ghent University” and the relation R is “org_founded”. Only
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taking the query words of Q into consideration one of the candidate - and possibly high scored sentences
would be the following:
S1:”Scientists at Ghent University of Belgium have succeeded in producing antibodies in plant seeds. ”
Sentence S1 would have a good ranking as it includes all terms in the query. However, it is not about the
same topic that our query is seeking for. S1 is not related with the question Q. Hence, it does not include
the answer that we are looking for which is a date.
We get benefit of some other features of query and the sentences that help us to alleviate this difficulty in
detecting how a query is about a sentence. In SF task as it is specified in [5] we do apply a NE tagger to
each of the sentences in the documents and we use the expected name entity tag in our query form. Since
we know that for which relation we are doing a search, we know which named entity tag we are seeking
for in the candidate sentence. By putting the expected NE into the query we increase the probability of the
query to talk about the same topic with the sentence. Hence, for the case above, we would give less
probability to the S1 sentence (or we would not retrieve it at all) in response to query Q, since S1 does not
have any word tagged the same as the expected NE tag in the query, i.e. date as expected named entity
tag.
Here another problem arises that, how we should detect the importance of the query terms and the named
entity tags to not lose the fact that the query and the sentence are talking about the same topic. Consider
the following case that one of the candidates grabbed by the system is as follow.
S2:”When it is established in 1817, Belgium did not still have its independence.”
Although S2 includes the answer and expected named entity which is a date, it may not be grabbed by the
system with a higher rank since it is not including the query terms of query Q .Therefore, we need to find
a good way of collaboration of query terms and expected NEs together to alleviate the relevancy problem.
Obviously, we face with the problem of a strong assumption in Query Likelihood approach using LMs
which says that if a sentence has query terms it is more likely to be relevant sentence to the query. As it is
seen this assumption may not always hold.
Eventually, when the relevance of the query with the candidate sentence is considered, we should think of
what features of the query and the sentences we should take into account. Should we assume that the
more sentence is talking about a question (including query terms or related terms) the more likely it is
relevant, or, should we try to be more focused on the relation type and expected NE tag to define the
relevancy between sentence and query. The variety in question types and their conditionality on relation
types/slots require us to find a good way of using them in collaboration.

1.2.3 Question Definition
Sentence brevity and capturing the relevance of a sentence to the query give so much responsibility to the
task in which way we should construct our question. The way that we build our question is supposed to be
as informative as it reflects the topic/meaning of the query perfectly. So that, it increases the probability
of capturing the relative sentences and it avoids getting false positive results to the query.
In our SF task the question is trimmed to have the most informative words that are supposed to reflect the
requirement of the question when it is taken together with slot type and expected NEs. The question like
“Which city was Alan Turing born in?” would be represented as “Alan Turing B-GPE:CITY”. Since we
7

know that which slot type we are interested, we know that which expected NE is supposed to appear in
relevant sentences. This seems to be a good argument to be used in the query, provided that NE
annotations are available for all sentences.
In addition to the difficulties we mentioned in previous sections, would this definition of the query be
enough to capture relevant sentence? Let us consider the following sentence.
S1:”A conference was carried out in Paris of which main topic was Turing Machines that is first used by
Alan Turing”.
S1 includes both query terms and the city tag (when the tagged version of the sentence is considered).
Indeed, S1 includes all query terms assuming the NE tag definition as a word as well. Therefore, S1
sentence would be ranked with a high score by a typical system that uses unigram LMs. However, as it is
obvious, S1 does not include the answer which is the city where Alan Turing was born, i.e., London.
Instead, S1 includes a location (Paris) which is tagged with the same NE tag as expected NE tag in the
query. This increases the probability of obtaining this sentence as one of most probable candidate. Thus,
we will get a false positive result.
Let us consider the following example:
S2:”In the city of London, where he was born, a similar conference was carried out the week before. ”
S2, can be a probable sentence which follows sentence S1 that includes the answer. However there is no
mention of any query terms. In addition, S2 includes some words that are supposed to be in the same
semantic group with the relation city_of_birth. To be in the semantic group with the relation city_of_birth
can simply remind us to include words such as “city” and “born” that are supposed to co-occur in a
context that talks about the city of birth of some individuals.
Would putting these words into a query be enough to overcome the difficulty of forming the query
words? Not exactly. Because even if we add these semantically related words into a query (which means
we expands query terms) and capture such sentences then we may face more false positive sentences that
include the expansion words but are irrelevant to the query. The following sentence S3 can be a good
example of this situation.
S3: “The famous physicist who was born in the city Paris proved one of his theorems by using
Deterministic Turing Machines whose inventor was Alan Turing”
Although the sentence S3 includes words “born”, “city” and “Alan Turing” or even the expected tag “BGPE:CITY ” it is not relevant to the query. Furthermore, the expansion words like “born” and “city”
would have even increased the score of this sentence which is not desirable.
Not only finding a good balance of how many or to what extend we should use our query terms that
allows it to be represented in a most optimum way but also giving different importance/weights to the
query terms becomes an issue in the query definition. Not all the words in the query are necessarily and/or
uniformly effective in finding the relevant sentences. For some cases a probability of a relevant sentence
is highly dependent on some particular words in the query. When we consider the Language Modeling
this becomes an important factor in the result.
Assume that we are trying to fill the slot value which looks for the name of the parents of “John Freddy
Kennedy” and assume that we constructed our query Q as “John Freddy Kennedy B-PERSON”. To give
the same probability to all words occurring in the query does not seem as plausible as to give a higher
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weight to the query term “Kennedy”. Because the word “Kennedy” is supposed to be the sir name of his
parents as well. On the other hand, since we know that the relevant sentence has to include B-PERSON
tag we should find a good balance of weights when we define the weights/importance of query terms over
the relevant sentence.

1.3 State of the Art Methods for Sentence Retrieval
Different sentence retrieval methods are used in the literature. The methods used for sentence retrieval are
generally adapted from DR methods. According to our best of knowledge, the traditional methods that
have been used for DR are Boolean methods and Vector Space models. By using Boolean methods we
can have the most accurate answer which says whether the words constituting the query words are present
in a document or not. Boolean methods give us the results saying either yes or no in response to the query
that asks for the presence of term(s) in a document/sentence. In this method, retrieved documents are the
set of documents that include the query words for sure. Since we may commonly face the problem of
exact matching, among other traditional DR models, Boolean Methods are the most trivial approaches
that can be considered to be adapted for SR module. Therefore, it is hard to find an adaptation of this
method for SR in the literature. However, Vector space model adaptation of DR to SR is used and
considered to give very close results to the state of the art methods.
In this paper we will be more focused on LMs which are considered to be the state of the art methods to
DR models that are employed also for SR [3].

1.3.1 Use of Language Models in Sentence Retrieval
The idea of using Language Models is first realized for the speech recognition [4]. Then, it is adapted to
be used for various NLP tasks such as IR, parsing, tagging and machine translation. LMs define
probabilistic distribution of the data over a corpus or a set of word sequence. Then it tries to define the
generation of the text by getting benefit of that probabilistic distribution. It interests in how likely a set of
strings or word sequences can occur given a context. In IR literature, it can be used to find the likelihood
of a word (possibly query words) to the documents. Some reasons for why they are commonly preferred
methods and that they give the state of the art results are that they are easy to apply and are efficient
methods that get benefit from statistics.

1.3.2 Language Modeling for Sentence Retrieval
To determine how close is the relation between a question and a sentence including the answer we get
benefit of the likelihood of the sentences to the query in Query Likelihood Model. When we are given an
SR problem, which require us to rank and list sentences relevant to the query, we need to find the
relevance of the query to the sentence by estimating the probability of generating sentence S given the
query Q, i.e., P(S|Q). The question to answer at this point is how probable sentence S is when we are
given a particular query Q. By applying the Bayesian Theorem the following estimation is possible:
(1.1)
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P(Q) is the same for all sentences. Assuming that all sentences have the same weight means that in
retrieving process no sentences has more prior importance than any other sentence, P(S) can also be
omitted. We reach the equation (1.2) assuming that all sentences are uniformly distributed in terms of
their prior importance.
(1.2)
Equation (1.2) shows us that, instead of using probability of a sentence given a query we use the
probability of the query given a sentence. Hence, we will be interested in finding the answer for “How
probable is that a sentence S generates a query Q?” which asks for the likelihood score of the sentence to
the query. In order to apply the probability of a query Q given the sentence S we need to assign a LM for
each sentence. Then we can apply standard LM estimation as follows.
∏

(1.3)

Where n is the number of the times term t appears in query Q,
denotes the sentence model and
is the probability of the query term given sentence model .
Once we find the score of each sentence we rank the sentences based on their relevance/likelihood and
choose the top most relevant sentences.

1.3.3 Model Types of LM in Sentence Retrieval
There are two main types of LMs that theoretically we can employ in SR task. These are “Multivariate
Bernoulli” and “Multinomial” types of estimations. Multivariate Bernoulli is interested in presence or
absence of a word and the frequency of the terms are ignored. However, in Multinomial methods we care
about the number of the terms occurring in the text. It only considers the probability of occurrence of the
terms in the query whereas the Bernoulli method takes into account the probability of the terms that are
not occurring in the query as well. Multivariate Bernoulli model may cause more mistakes since it does
not care about the number of the times a term occurs in the text [6]. Multinomial method is suggested to
be superior to Multivariate Bernoulli method [6], thus, we only consider this method in our experiments.
1.3.3.1

Multivariate Bernoulli

The method is originally used by Ponte and Croft for DR using language models [7]. The method takes
the production of two probabilities. These are the probability of the query terms occurring in the text and
the probability of the terms not occurring in the text which are not present in the query. The idea
differentiates this method from Multinomial method is that the more frequently we do not find the words
that are not present in the query the more that text would be relevant if we do not find these terms not
occurring in the query in the text as well. The examples of the methods used for DR can be found in [6]
which we will not go into more detail in this thesis. The adaptation of the formulation of this method from
DR to SR will be as follow.
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∏

∏

(1.4)

denotes the probability of each word in the query given the sentence. The second expression of
the formulation denotes the probability of not having each word that is not present in the query.
1.3.3.2

Multinomial Method

This model is quite the same thing with multinomial unigram language model [6]. The original method is
used for DR. Similarly, in adaptation of the method from DR to SR, we build a language model for each
sentence and use each term in the query individually. We reach to final estimation by multiplying the
probability of terms in the query given the language model for the sentence. This model considers the
query words as individual terms which are taken to compute the probability of producing the query. The
computation is simply done by multiplying the probability of each query term given the sentence model.
∏

(1.5)

is the probability of the each word
in the query which is composed of n terms. To find the
probability of the word given the sentence we may get benefit of Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE).
The probability of producing the query terms given the sentence model using MLE can be defined as
follows:
∏

∏

(

)

(1.6)

where
is the sentence model,
is the frequency of the term of the query occurring in the sentence
and
is the total number of the terms occurring in the sentence. Thus, we count how frequently the
current query term occurring in the query and divide it by total number of words in the sentence.
The strong assumption that we have in the formulation above (1.6) is that there is no dependency between
query terms. Each of them is taken individually. This independence assumption between query terms
causes zero probability problems which more commonly occur for a typical SR task than a DR task. The
zero probability of any query term will cause all estimation to be zero. To overcome this problem, we
need to use some smoothing methods which deal with estimating probabilities for unseen words in
different ways.

1.3.4 Smoothing Methods
In this part of the thesis we introduce some of the most commonly used smoothing methods. In SR task of
slot filling since we build a LM per sentences, it may be very likely to have zero probabilities due to the
fact that the word in the query may not occur in sentences. Even if one of the query words does not occur
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in the sentence it would cause estimation that yields zero result eventually, since we take the production
of the probabilities of producing query words. Many smoothing methods are developed in the literature to
overcome this issue. A good overall summary which covers many of these techniques is given in [8 and
9]. For our work, we will be more focused on some of these methods which are used commonly and
which we will be using for our experiments.
1.3.4.1

Absolute Discounting

The main idea in absolute discounting method is to subtract a small constant from observed events and
distribute it over all events to overcome zero probabilities. This version of the usage of this method for
SR task can be defined as follow:

∑

∑

(1.7)

where
are the frequencies of query word
occuring in sentence S,
is the collection
model of all sentences, d is the smoothing parameter and the parameter B counts how often
is
larger than d [10]. Although this method can be directly applied to the systems in the literature various
extensions of this method such as Kneser-Ney and UniDisc methods which are talked in [8, 9 and 4] have
been used as well.
1.3.4.2

Bayesian Smoothing with Drichlet Priors

This method is proved to yield good results for sentence retrieval task in IR area [10]. The formula can be
described as follow:
(1.8)

∑

where
refers to the number of times the word w occurs in the sentence S.
is the
collection model that contains all sentences and
is the smoothing parameter to be determined on
development data [4 and 10].
1.3.4.3

Linear Interpolation

This method is also known as Jelinek-Mercer smoothing [9]. The method is first introduced by Jelinek
and Mercer and it is extensively used in IR. General formula of the method can be described as follows:
(1.9)
where
is the frequency of the word w in class C,
is the size of the class C, is the smoothing
parameter and
is the background probability. For instance, the zero background probability for the
word

would be

.
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To adapt this method into SR task we can define the formula as follow:
(1.10)

∑

where
denotes the count of the word in the sentence S,
refers the sentence collection
model and
is the smoothing parameter. By using held-out training data we can define an optimum
value. The method tries to define a convenient score for unseen words by looking at the collection of the
sentences. The higher value we give to the less smoothing will be applied using the formula 1.10.
1.3.4.4

Log Linear Interpolation

This method is first introduced in 1998 by Klakow [11]. The methods make use of combination of
language models using following formula:
∑

(1.11)

where Z(h) the normalization factor and is the interpolation weight. One possible model that we can use
for our SR experiment can be as follows:
(1.12)
where
is the normalization weight that is dependent on
and . The expression
combines two language models where
denotes the bigram probability calculation
with the parameter to be determined and
denotes the probability of the word
the sentence using Bayesian smoothing with Drichlet prior.

given

1.3.5 Background Models
When we have a sequence of words in the query we have different ways of calculating the probability.
Recall that we are given a sequence of n terms which are supposed to be query terms in our SR task.
Finding the probability of an n-sequence may be hard depending on the size of n. We might need
extremely large corpora for training our data to overcome zero probabilities. This is a tough job and thus,
it becomes hard to find the probability of long sequence of words. Therefore, instead of calculating whole
sequence of words we apply chain rule to estimate the probability of n words. This rule can be defined as
follows:
(1.13)
One may think that even applying chain rule may not be a good solution to estimate
. As long
as the sequence of words expands it becomes hard to find long dependency probabilities. To overcome
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this issue we apply Markov Assumption rule which says that we can simply take the
”.th term as the
history of
”th term when we estimate the probability
So that, when we estimate the
probability of term ”,
instead of using
history, we simply take
term as whole
history.
The history of the word of which will be estimated not necessarily has to be the previous word but the N1 previous words. N refers the number of terms preceding the term for which estimation is done.
Therefore, depending on how many previous words we consider as the history, the background language
model varies.
1.3.5.1

Zerogram

Zerogram modeling is the special case modeling that we use for our experiment which basically refers to
uniform distribution of words. In this model we do not get benefit of any information about words and we
can make use of this model as a background model of unigram models [3 and 4]. The model is defined as
follows:
(1.14)
where
1.3.5.2

denotes the vocabulary size.
Unigram

This model is the most commonly preferred background model in IR [5]. We use this background model
for our baseline experiment as well. Unigram models calculate the probability of a sequence
by
taking the production of the probability of each single term No prior word is considered in probability
estimation. It assumes independence between words therefore the probability of each word is calculated
without caring any preceding word i.e. history. This yields with a result that the order of the words is no
longer important in estimation. Therefore, this model is also called as Bag of Words model4. Once we are
given a sequence of words for the query Q, the probability of calculating the th terms of the query will
be as follow:
(1.15)

We can calculate

using MLE [3 and 4] as in the following:

∑
where

denotes the frequency of the term in the training text.

A unigram model can be used as a background model for the bigram language models.
4

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language_model
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(1.16)

1.3.5.3

Bigram, Trigram and N-Gram Models

Neither in zerogram nor in unigram models did we consider any historical dependence when we
calculated the probability of the th term of a sequence. However, this is not the same case with bigram,
trigram or in general for N-gram models for which N is higher than two. When we estimate the
probability of the term in a sequence of n terms
we do consider one term, two terms and N
terms as history for bigram, trigram and N-Gram models respectively. The following table illustrates the
probability calculation for each model [4].
(1.17)

(1.18)

(1.19)

1.4 Solutions to Sentence Retrieval Problems
We have mentioned that LMs are the state of the art methods that give the most effective results in IR
area [14]. To adapt LMs to the SR task we have introduced different LM models and their usage so far.
Keeping this in mind, in this section of the paper we will introduce different solutions proposed in the
literature for coping with the problem and challenges in SR task of the slot filling.
When we talked about the challenges that we face in SR task we found out that the major problem stems
from brevity of the sentences. In order to overcome brevity problem we will introduce two major
solutions which are proposed in the literature to overcome the sentence retrieval problems using language
models. These methods are Triggering LMs and Class-Based LMs [3]. Another problem that we
commonly face in SR task is that we do not know how important each query term is compared with others
and how we can give different weights to each query terms when we calculate the relevance score of each
sentences to the queries. We will describe different weighting methods that are used to deal with this
problem in the literature.

1.4.1 The Brevity Problem Solutions
1.4.1.1

Class-Based Language Modeling

When we use LMs using Query Likelihood method for SR task our main problem shows up as we do not
find a word that exactly matches with the interested query term. There are two different main problems
that may cause this. The first one is the limited number of words we have in a sentence and the second
one is infrequent presence of a word in a query. Both cases may cause low scores for the sentence even if
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the sentences are very relevant to the query. If we had enough data in a single sentence we would increase
the probability of encountering the word occurring in the query. However, we have limited number of
words in a single sentence. Hence, we need to find a way that the sentence or the query words represent a
wider vocabulary than what we directly scan from the sentence or in the query. This can be done by
representing the words occurring in the query with some other words which are estimated to be in the
same cluster with respect to some commonalities they share. Class-based Language Modeling in SR task
proposes using clusters of words [3, 13].
The idea is that, instead of using the exact word itself, a generalized representation of the words are
considered. These commonalities can be determined based on different properties of the words. By doing
this, we map a word to a higher level word-set which is the cluster including it and some similar words.
By using different word clustering algorithms, words can be clustered with respect to their semantics,
syntax or some other features. Then, we will get benefit of using the words occurring in the same cluster
when we estimate the likelihood of the query to the sentences. The assumption is that all words occurring
in the same cluster are the same and we can use them all when a query term appears which belongs to that
cluster. Hence, when we estimate the probability of a term in the query we get benefit of all words
occurring in the same cluster with that term. Despite some of its disadvantages, this generalization
approach will allow us to retrieve a wider range of sentences.
A possible cluster that one system can use can be as follow:
C1=”city, live, mayor, country, land etc.”.
The words occurring in the cluster C1 can be defined to be relevant based on their co-occurrences in the
same concept. If only one of the words in the cluster is present in the query, Class-based LM takes the
whole words in the cluster and retrieve all sentences includes the words in the cluster as well. For
instance, in the case that we have the word “city” in the query, the Class-based LM retrieves those
sentences includes the words sharing the same cluster with the word “city”, e.g., “country”. One obvious
side effect of this approach is increase of the False-Positive results, especially in case that the clusters are
not well-defined.
Remember that in unigram models for all n words in the query Q, we took the production of the
probability of the term given the sentence S, and we calculated a score per each sentence. Similarly, in
Class-based LM we calculate the probability of the cluster instead of the terms given the sentence model.
Hence, new formula based on the usage of cluster is formed as follow [3]:

∏

(1.20)

where n is the number of the query terms,
is the cluster includes query term ,
probability of the query term given the sentence model S and the cluster
that includes it,
is the probability of generating the cluster
given sentence model S [3].
We can estimate

using MLE with following formula:
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is the

(1.21)

∑
where
is the frequency of the all words that are in the same cluster with
sentence S [3, 13].

co-occurring in the

Various methods can be used to construct a relation between words. Most of the methods that try to find a
relation between words and eventually yield with putting them into same cluster get benefits of Mutual
Information techniques. We may define two words as similar by solely looking at the statistics that they
occur together in a range of text. For some purposes co-occurrence in the same document can be enough
range whereas for some others may not. Depending on our ultimate goal, we may define two words
related to each other by looking at their co-occurrence times in some large data (e.g. same document), in
some set of sentences/passages, or in one single sentence. In addition, we may also use some syntactical
features that two words commonly share when we use a similarity method for defining a cluster.
1.4.1.2

Triggering Language Model

Another solution for tackling mismatch problem in SR task is using Triggering LM. The method tries to
define the most commonly occurring word pairs. In other words, it tries to find pair of words that occur in
the same context, i.e., one of which triggers the other. Triggering LM says that, a pair of trigger-target
words can be detected by training a LM on a corpus. Therefore, even if we do not have any shared words
between the question and sentences because the question has a triggering word and the sentence has the
target word we can conclude that there is relevance between that question and the sentence.
Trigger-target words can be defined in various different ways. There are different notions proposed for
defining pair of words that co-occur together in a range of text such as a single sentence, set of sentences
in adjacency or a question and answer pair.
The method was originally used to reduce the perplexity of a LM, and then it was found out that it would
give good results for SR in experiments [3, 14]. In contrast to unigram model we first train a single model
on our large corpus instead of training a LM per each sentence. Once we have this single LM developed
over the corpus we make use of it for all sentences that we retrieve.
Let’s assume that we already have a trained model based on defining trigger and target words. The
probability of generation a query term
in query Q given the sentence term
in sentence S will be
defined as follow [3][14]:

∑
where is defined to be th term in the query Q,
is the th term in the sentence S and
to the frequency of the word is triggered by the query term in corpus C.
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(1.22)
refers

To know how likely it is to come across query term
formula is defined.

in query Q given all sentence words the following

∑

(1.23)

So when the sentence model is given to find the probability of th query word we get benefit of
formulation number 1.23 in which N denotes the number of terms appearing in the sentence.
Thus, the overall calculation that generates the query given the sentence in triggering LM is described as
follow:
∏∑
where we do the calculation for each query word

∑

(1.24)

in Q which is of length M.

As a result, after we trained our data and reached a LM that gives us statistics about pair of words that
occurs together, instead of using a direct matching we get benefit of co-occurrence of these word pairs.
Some of notions that can be followed for describing trigger-target pairs of words are defined as follow
[3].
1-Inside Sentence Triggering: This method of Triggering LM is formed based on the assumption that
every word in the same sentence potentially triggers all other words in the same sentence.
2-Across Sentence Triggering: The assumption in this method is that the words in adjacent sentences
trigger each other since it is likely that they talk about the same topic.
3-Question-Answer Pair Triggering: This method of Triggering LM assumes that the words in the query
triggers the words in the sentence once a collection of question-answer sets is considered.
4-Named Entity Triggering: This method is the restricted version of Q-A pair triggering method [3]. It
assumes the word in the question triggers the Named Entity of the word in the sentence instead of word
itself (assuming words in the sentences are tagged with NEs).
The more detailed explanation of these methods can be found in [14, 3].
Co-reference resolution is another approach to cope with the sentence brevity and sentence relevancy.
However, it is not mentioned in the scope of this paper since it is not applied in any of our work.

1.4.2 Term Weighting Solutions
All query terms are not equally important in calculation of relevance between the query and a candidate
sentence. Some words play more crucial roles than the others. Even though the query terms are brief and
precise, since we are interested in the named entity tags, Person and Organizations, each word of a person
name or organization name is not equally important to represent them. Therefore all of the query words
may not play equally important roles on a relevant answer. In addition, not only among the words that
represents the name of the Person or the Organization but also for some expansion words distributing
different weights to the query terms, become important decision in SR task. Taking also the expansion
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words in consideration we should determine how well the importance of the words constituting the query
is defined in sentence score calculation.
Before describing different weighing approaches, it is better to know how we define our formula
including weights for the query term . As mentioned previously, the uniform model which assumes
uniform weight distribution among query words is defined as follows:
∏
Using normalization factor
and scaling factor
is defined as follow:

(1.25)

the weighted query term version of unigram model

∏

(1.26)

This is the exact calculation what we use in our baseline experiments.
There are various types of term weighting approaches used is SR task in the literature. These methods are
usually the methods adapted from DR task.
1.4.2.1.1

Inverse Document Frequency (IDF)

Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) is one of the most commonly term representation measure in DR
task. Especially, together with score,
is one of the most commonly used weighting to calculate
document scoring and representing the words in Vector Space Model in DR.
can be used as a
weighting criteria in SR task as well. Dividing the total number of documents
, by the number of
documents that includes the term, document frequency
will give us the following
calculation.
(1.27)

1.4.2.1.2

Inverse Sentence Frequency (ISF)

Inverse Sentence Frequency (ISF) is an adaptation of inverse document frequency weighing in DR to
sentence level. We can define the ISF term weighting for a single term in the query by following formula:
(1.28)
where
refers to the number of sentences used in the collection and
sentences that includes the query term [3].
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denotes the number of

1.4.2.1.3

Inverse Collection Frequency (ICF)

Inverse Collection Frequency (ICF) is an adaptation of IDF calculation in collection-wide.
(1.29)
refers to the corpus size and

is the frequency of the term occurring in the corpus C [3].

1.5 Evaluation Metrics
Evaluations metrics have been used in IR task generally are taken in two different categories in the
literature. Depending on the characteristics of our application we may apply different efficiency
measures. When we have a set of sentences or documents retrieved of which relevant order is important,
we may be more interested in using the metrics that gives us an idea about how many relevant sentences
and in which order they are retrieved e.g. P@K and MRR.
On the other hand, in a sentence classification problem we would be more interested in using a measure
which gives us an idea about how well our classifier works. In this case, we would be more interested in
knowing how well we retrieved the relevant sentences/documents among all data or how truly the
classifier identifies relevant sentences. Thus, confusion matrix, F-Measure, etc. would give idea about the
efficiency of our application.

1.5.1 Unranked retrieval sets evaluation
We may use different evaluation metrics to measure the effectiveness of our system for a typical sentence
classification problem. Beforehand, as a sentence classification problem, we know that we have a set of
sentences, a classifier, and we have the predicted set of sentences in the testing phase. To know how well
we obtained all relevant sentences or how well the classifier predicts the relevant sentences confusion
matrix shows up as a good way of illustrating the information about the actual and predicted sentences.
Predicted
Actua
l

Relevant
Irrelevant
Relevant
True Positive (TP)
False Negative (FN)
Irrelevant
False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)
Figure 1.2: Confusion matrix

For a typical sentence classification problem the notions in Confusion Matrix would refer followings:
True Positive: Relevant Sentences are correctly classified as Relevant.
False Positive: Irrelevant Sentence are incorrectly classified as Relevant.
True Negative: Irrelevant Sentences are correctly classified as Irrelevant.
False Negative: Relevant Sentences are incorrectly classified as Irrelevant.
Using confusion matrix values we can define most commonly used efficiency measures as follow:
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Accuracy: Accuracy gives an idea about overall correctness of the system. It is defined as the sum of
correctly classified instances divided by the total number of instances which can be defined as in
following equation:
(1.30)
Accuracy itself is generally not a good measure since it considers all negative instances and their
classification results as well. In a typical IR system we have many non-relevant classes that we may not
be interested in. In a sentence classification problem by simply assuming all sentences as non-relevant to
all queries one can get a high value of accuracy where we have a high number of negative/non-relevant
sentences as testing set. Instead, the metrics which give more reliable results about the classifier
performance are preferred, i.e., Precision, Recall, F-Measure, E-Measure and etc.
Precision: Precision is the number of relevant instances divided by total number of instances which are
predicted as relevant by the system. Precision is a sub-measure of when a specific class is considered. It
measures how classifier is reliable on predicting relevant instances. It can be described as follow:
(1.31)
Recall/Sensitivity: It measures the correctly retrieved relevant instances number. It is the percentage of
relevant cases that are correctly classified. In the literature, it is called in different ways such as True
Positive Rate and Sensitivity. It can be defined as follow:
(1.32)
Specificity: It measures how well the negative (irrelevant) instances are classified, can be defined as
follow:
(1.33)
F-Measure: It is a weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall and is defined as follow:
(1.34)
where

and

[6].

The commonly used F-Measure is the measure in which is considered to be 1 which refers to harmonic
mean of precision and recall known as -Measure as well.
(1.35)
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1.5.2 Ranked retrieval sets evaluation
We use Precision, Recall or F-Measures especially when we have a set of data in which the order is not
important and we generally know how many relevant documents the system has in advance. However, in
a question answering system in where the returned set is ranked, and the order of the result set is an
important issue we need to use some different extends of these measures. The most commonly preferred
measures for the ranked retrieval sets are as follows:
Precision at K (P@K)
In a ranked retrieval system the result is given as top k retrieved instances i.e. sentences. To know how
many relevant items the system retrieved in top K level we apply to P@K measure. The more relevant
documents we retrieve on top K the better P@K value we will have. Depending on the system and the
task, K can be 5, 10, 15, 50, 100, 500…etc. P@K value can be described as follow:
(1.36)
where

is the number of retrieved items until level K.

Figure 1.3 shows a possible result set of SR task with their judgments.
Sentence
Sentence-1
Sentence-2
Sentence-3
Sentence-4
Sentence-5

Judgment
Relevant
Irrelevant
Relevant
Irrelevant
Relevant
Figure 1.3: A sample of the SR result with P@K values

P@K
1/1
1/2
2/3
2/4
3/5

Third row of the table shows the P@K value in each level of the result. For instance, the precision at level
3 is calculated as

since we have only two relevant sentences retrieved in top three sentences.

Notice that, this measure does not give any idea about the order of the retrieved result set.
R-Precision
If we know how many relevant items we have in our testing set we may measure how much of these
relevant items are retrieved in top K most level. R-precision can be defined as follow:
(1.37)
where r refers to the number of the retrieved items up to K level and
stands for the total relevant
items. Giving the total number of relevant sentences
, R-Precision in different levels would be as
in Figure 1.4.
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Sentence
Judgment
R-Precision
1/7
Sentence-1
Relevant
Irrelevant
1/7
Sentence-2
2/7
Sentence-3
Relevant
Irrelevant
2/7
Sentence-4
3/7
Sentence-5
Relevant
Irrelevant
.
Sentence-6
.
Sentence-7
Relevant
.
Sentence-8
Relevant
Figure 1.4: A sample of the SR result with R-Precision values
Since we have only 7 relevant sentences R-Precision in level 5 would be 3/7. A perfect system would give
us all relevant sentences in top seven retrieved result set.
Mean Average Precision
The average of the precision value of each items retrieved is called Average Precision. Mean Average
Precision is the mean of the average precisions that is obtained for each result set of queries. Average
Precision (AveP) can be described as follow:
∑

(1.38)

where K is the total number of relevant sentences retrieved in the list and k is the rank of the relevant
sentences retrieved in the list [3]. Mean of AveP for all queries used in the system will give us the MAP
value of the result set which can be defined as follow:
∑

(1.39)

where |Q| is the number of queries.
Mean Reciprocal Rank
Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is interested in the position of the first retrieved relevant items in the
retrieved result set. The inverse rank of the first retrieved relevant item gives the reciprocal rank value.
The average of all reciprocal rank obtained for each query gives the MRR value of the system. MRR can
be defined as follow:
∑
where

is the position of the first retrieved relevant item.
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(1.40)

Query
Sentence
Reciprocal Rank
S1,S2,S3,S5,S6,S7,S8,S9,S10
1/1
Q1
S1,S2,S3,S5,S6,S7,S8,S9,S10
1/3
Q2
S1,S2,S3,S5,S6,S7,S8,S9,S10
1/7
Q3
S1,S2,S3,S5,S6,S7,S8,S9,S10
1/5
Q4
S1,S2,S3,S5,S6,S7,S8,S9,S10
1/3
Q5
Figure 1.5: A sample of SR result with reciprocal rank values
Figure 1.5 shows a possible result set snippet that can be retrieved for the first five questions in SF task.
The bold characters in the second column refer to relevant sentences retrieved per each query. The MRR
value for the five queries in the result set will be the mean value of the reciprocal ranks obtained for each
of the queries, as

.

To have an idea about how many relevant sentences we retrieved per queries and how close the relevant
sentences to the top first retrieved set we will use P@K, MRR and MAP as evaluation metrics which
gives overall idea for all queries and the system. R-Precision is another good metric that could be used
when each single query is considered. In our case, the queries have different number of relevant
sentences. To have an overall idea we could plot a diagram of R-Precision values of each query and then
we could analyze each queries and their relevant sentence retrieval efficiency. Instead, in this paper we
preferred to use the other measures (P@K, MRR, and MAP) which would help us to have an intuition
about an overall problem of the whole sentence retrieval system.
Beyond these metrics, there are some other metrics that have been used in the literature such as
Normalized discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG), which is used in the case that the retrieved set has
non-binary relevance labels (We use only binary labels for our results that are relevant or irrelevant), and
some error estimation measures i.e. Mean Squared Error, Mean Absolute Error etc.
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CHAPTER 2

2 Data Analysis
We analyzed two different datasets for our experiments. The first dataset is named as “Dataset-1” and the
second one is named as “Dataset-2” in this thesis. Both of them are obtained from TAC-KBP 2011 slot
filling data collection in the same format. Both datasets consist of some files that includes the slot filling
queries, the sentences obtained in response to the queries and their rankings, document rank scores and
documents obtained in response to the queries etc. In 2.1 section of this chapter we introduce in which
format the datasets are gathered. Then we introduce the characteristics of each datasets that we used for
both document and sentence analysis. The way that we gathered our data for sentences and document
analysis and the way that we labeled each sentences and documents will be discussed in the 2.2 part of
this chapter.

2.1 Data Format
This section of the paper describes the format of the datasets that is used for our experiments. The
hierarchy of the stored data that have been used is shown in Figure 2.1. Both of the datasets were stored in
the same way.

Figure 2.1: The hierarchy of data collection that is used in experiments
The SF data is stored in such a way that the root folder includes one subfolder for every slot type and each
slot type folder keeps files which include the data that is needed for the experiments. Slot type folders are
named in the form of
(i.e.
) where
the first part of the format consists of SF tag that refers to Slot Filling and latter characters are two digits
preceded by the digit 5 (since they are numbered between 500-599). As mentioned before, in SF task
there are two entity types, namely, ORG and PER which refer to an organization and a person
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respectively. We have 26 slot types for “PER” entity type and 16 slots types for “ORG” entity types, i.e.
42 TAC KBP slots in total. The information about different slots accepted in SF task, their types and the
accepted values and more about their definitions will not be discussed in this paper but can be found in
detail in [15, 16]5.
Each subfolder in the name of the slot types includes 16 different files. The purpose and the description of
these files are given in the Figure 2.2.
File Types
Description
The file includes the documents that have candidate sentences.
.drank
Documents includes the candidate sentence are listed by their rankings in this file.
.dscore
The entity Id of the slot is kept in this file. Ex: “SF500”
.entid
Keeps either “ORG” or “PER”
.enttype
Keeps the expansion words that are generated for the query.
.equery
The id of slot type is kept in this file. Ex: SF500_org_alternate_names
.id
If the expected answer is a list of values keeps “true” otherwise keeps “false” value.
.listtype
This file is used for linking the slot to some other Knowledge Bases.
.nodeid
Includes the pure query words.
.query
Includes the original document in tag format which includes the candidate sentence.
.refdoc
Includes the original document in pure text format.
.refdoc_sbd
Includes the content to be used by the classifier for the further step.
.relclas
Includes the name of the slot type
.slottype
Includes the query used for retrieving the ranked sentences
.squery
All ranked candidate sentences are listed in this file
.srank
Includes NE tagged sentences including the candidate sentences to the queries.
.tag
Figure 2.2: List of the file extensions that keep the SF data and their descriptions
In our experiment we mostly got benefit from “.tag”, “.srank”,”.dscore” and “.squery” files. For both
datasets 100 questions are present in total. However, the questions used may vary depending on the slot
type that it is used since they are constructed specific to slot types. Therefore, this number may vary up to
1988 different queries. For instance, the question used for the entity ID “SF500” is “AQR Capital
Management” this question terms are used stable for all entity ID “SF500”. But, the question used to
obtain the sentences can include some other terms such as the expected Named Entity and the name of the
slot type etc. In addition, the tag files are the same for all slots and have the same entity Id, because the
documents are retrieved based on the query that is stored in the “.query” file.
There is a slight difference between the format of the data kept in Dataset-1 and Dataset-2. The whole
folder and files hierarchy of the Dataset-1 and the Dataset-2 is the same except extra folders existing in
the Dataset-2 which are created for each Entity Id and includes the files with the “.dscore”, ”.tag” and
“.drank” extensions. These files are common files for every slot type and in the Dataset-2 these are put
into the separate folders which are named after the entity Id.

5

Current available web links for the resources are
http://www.nist.gov/tac/2012/KBP/task_guidelines/TAC_KBP_Assessment_Guidelines_V3.1.pdf and
http://www.nist.gov/tac/2011/KBP/TAC_KBP_Slots_V1.2.pdf
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2.2 Data Preparation
2.2.1 Sentence Analysis Data
The dataset stored in the format that is shown in Figure 2.1 is not enough suitable to analyze the question
and the candidate sentences for the experiments. Hence, we extracted all queries and sentences into some
other files in different formats to handle question and sentence sets more easily.
A java program is used for this conversion. The input of the program is the path of the root folder and the
judgment file. The output of the program is mainly two files which respectively keep all questions and all
candidate sentences. Output files are named as “QueryFile.txt” and “SentenceFileRaw.txt”.
“QueryFile.txt” behaves as a fact table and “SentenceFileRaw.txt” plays the role of the detail table of this
fact table. “QueryFile.txt” keeps the whole set of the questions used in the dataset and
“SentenceFileRaw.txt” keeps the candidate sentences retrieved for these queries. Once these two basic
files are created, the analysis are carried out using these two basic data files or the some other data files
that are created through these files for each databases.
The format of the “QueryFile.txt” is considered to be composed of three columns. The first column refers
to a number that is specific to a unique query. This column is considered as an incremental unique
primary key for the queries. The second column keeps the Entity Id which is specific to all slots. The third
column is used to keep the query words. The first column preferably could not be used at all since the
second column is specific to each query too. However, to use unique incremental numbers for the first
column considered to be simpler and faster way of associating each query to its candidate sentences that
are kept in “SentenceFileRaw.txt” in the programming phase. A snippet taken from one of QueryFile.txt
is shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: A snippet taken from query data file
Both datasets that we used in our experiments have 1988 queries in total that are kept in the query files.
Each column value is surrounded with quotation and each column is separated by tab delimiter. The
multiple words used in the same column among quotation marks are separated by space.
“SentenceFileRaw.txt” is composed of nine columns. Each of the columns descriptions are shown in
Figure 2.4.
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Column
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Description
Primary incremental key that is unique to each sentence in the file.
Secondary key that is associated to the Query ID which is kept in the first column of the
Query File.
Local sentence ID that tracks the number of sentences per query.
Sentence Code that defines the sentence in SF task.
Keeps the sentence rank.
Keeps the sentence score.
Keeps the tagged candidate sentence.
Keeps the raw candidate sentence.
Keeps the judgment score.
Figure 2.4: Definition of the columns used in sentence data files.

All of the columns’ values are kept in quotation and columns are separated by tab delimiter from one
another as in the case of QueryFile.txt.
The program takes the root folder’s path and goes through all the subfolder including the files described
in Figure 2.2 and creates the QueryFile.txt and SentenceFileRaw.txt files. In addition to the root folder
path, the judgment file, which is described in 2.2.4, needs to be given to the program to label each
candidate sentence with the relevance score. Judgment/Relevance score that we are interested for our
experiments are binary values. Judgment score, the value of the ninth column, is either “1”, meaning that
the specified sentence is relevant or “0” meaning that the candidate sentence is irrelevant to the query.

Figure 2.5: Architecture of data used for sentence analysis.
Once the query file and the raw sentence file are created depending on the task to be done different data
sources such as Filtered Sentence IO and Sorted Sentences are created in advance to the analysis of the
whole dataset. The general architecture of the data used in Sentence Analysis is illustrated in Figure 2.5.
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“Filtered Sentences IO” is one of the sentence files created out of SentenceFileRaw.txt. This file is an
output of the process that takes the SentenceFileRaw.txt and checks whether the candidate sentence
includes the query words (the order of the query words is kept same) and the expected named entities. If a
candidate sentence includes them then it is filtered into the new file named SentenceFileFilteredIO.txt
otherwise it is ignored. SentenceFileFilteredIO.txt is the file that includes all the candidate sentences that
contains the query terms (keeping their order) and the expected named entities.
SentenceFileFilteredOF.txt is another file that is created by using SentenceFileRaw.txt file. It is illustrated
as “Filtered Sentences OF” in the Figure 2.5. This file keeps all sentences that include the query terms
without considering their order and the expected named entities in the candidate sentences. Once every
query term is found in any order in the candidate sentence it checks whether that candidate sentence also
includes the expected named entity. If so, then the candidate sentence is copied into the new file named as
SentenceFileFilteredOF.txt otherwise it is ignored. Both dataset of the filtered sentences are created in the
same format that the raw sentence file is created.
Sorted Sentences are another dataset created to see the boundaries of the system performance. In this set,
all candidate sentences are artificially ranked with respect to their relevance to the queries. The relevant
sentences to the queries are put into the top and the rest of the candidate sentences are put afterwards in
this dataset. This set is the best ranked case of the used dataset.

Figure 2.6: Workflow of query and sentence file creation process
The question and sentence file creation is illustrated in Figure 2.6. The hashed forms of the tag file and
filtered version of the judgment file is used to help the overall time complexity of the whole process. The
tag file is used in each Entity ID circle since it is the same for all slot types sharing the same Entity ID.
When all the folders are scanned “.srank“ and “.squery” files are read and corresponding sentences are
found in the tag files. After a target sentence (corresponding to each query) is retrieved, its relevance
value which will be put into the sentence file is found by checking the hashed judgment file.
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2.2.2 Document Analysis Data
Using the data hierarchy which is illustrated in Figure 2.1 is not a good way of doing document analysis
of the datasets in a convenient and quick way. All documents retrieved per query are stored in the files
that are kept under each subfolder named after the slot types. To do any kind of analysis we would have
needed to scan all directories and re-process the document lists retrieved per queries. Instead, all
documents are stored in one single file constructed by a java program.
The created file, named as Raw_RetrievedDocList.txt, is composed of three columns that correspond to
the Entity Id, document code and the relevancy score of each document. A snippet taken from this file is
shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: A snippet taken from document list data file
This file is obtained by scanning all “.dscore” files under each slot type folder and checked by judgment
file to be labeled by their relevancy. If the document listed in the “.dscore” file is found in filtered key file
(the judgment file that includes only the documents are judged as correct) for the corresponding slot type,
it is checked as correct and written as one to the third column of the file. If the document is not found in
the filtered key file then the third column is checked as zero.
The other data file that is used for the document analysis is the file shows that which of the documents
includes the correct answer for the queries. To do that, the data file in the same format of the file shown in
Figure 2.7 is created out of the judgment file and is named RelevantDocList.txt. The judgment file is
filtered and formed in the way that it includes only the documents including the answer. One possible
sample of this file’s content and format is shown in Figure 2.8. This data file is the same file with the key
file which is kept with another format. Both this file and Filtered Key File has the same number of
documents which are judged as correct.
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Figure 2.8: A sample for the relevant document list file content.
The third basic data file used for the analysis is created as follow:
The data shown in Figure 2.7 is grouped by slot types and the number of the relevant documents is
counted. Then a new data file, namely, the RelevantDocListCount file is created to contain this data. The
data is represented by two columns in which the first column refers to the slot type/Entity ID and the
second column refers to the number of times that the document has relevant answer to the query of the
slot types. The columns are separated by the tab character. A sample from this file is illustrated in
Figure 2.9.

Figure 2.9: A sample of actual relevant document count file.
The document analysis of two datasets makes use of three files described above. The analysis is done
through these files that are created for both datasets separately. The architecture of the data used for
document analysis is illustrated in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10: The architecture of data used for document analysis.

2.2.3 Dataset-1 vs. Dataset-2
Both of the datasets are obtained from TAC KBP 2011 data. Dataset-1 data is obtained through Indri
toolkit6 and Dataset-2 is obtained by using Lucene7. The basic difference between the way the Database-2
and Databas-1 are obtained is that the Database-2 documents are obtained by using the query words
provided that all query words are found in the documents in the same order that they are written in the
queries. For instance, assume that the query term is “Francesco Rossi”. Database-2 restricts its result set
to the documents including the exact term “Francesco Rossi” only. If the document is not including both
words in order, then the document is not obtained and neither are the sentences in that documents. On the
other hand, we do not have this kind of restrictions for the Dataset-1. Therefore, we applied a filtering
process to it in analysis stage which is discussed in more detail in Document Analysis part of the paper.
Both datasets includes the documents and thus the sentence result set that are retrieved in response to the
same 100 queries that varies in the range of SF500-SF599 entity Ids. Since we use different queries for
each slot type the queries for retrieving the sentences goes up to 1988 queries per slot for both datasets.
Dataset-1 includes fixed number of 100 documents per each query. However, this number varies from one
slot type to another and is not a fixed number per slot type for Dataset-2.

2.2.4 Judgment Data File
The sentences stored in our datasets are not stored with their relevance. To label them with their
corresponding relevancy we need to define which retrieved sentence or document is relevant to the
queries. TAC KBP provides a file of judgment which answers the questions that which document of
which entity Id has the answer, what the answer is and what assessment category the answer is from.
6
7

http://www.lemurproject.org/indri.php
http://lucene.apache.org/core/
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Accuracy of the documents assessments are labeled in three categories. These are correct wrong and
inexact categories8. The assessment file values are formed in six columns that are separated by space
character. The columns consist of group id, slot specifier in the form of EntityId:NEtag:RelationName,
document Id, assessment category, answer Id and the answer itself.
In our experiments we only considered binary categories of assessments. The documents and sentences
are analyzed with respect to the fact that they include the answer or they do not. Inexact assessment is not
considered for the whole experiments. Therefore, the filtered version of the judgment file is used to assist
labeling sentences and documents. The documents are taken to be relevant to the queries if the forth
column of the key file, corresponds to assessment category, has the value “1” and they are considered to
be irrelevant to the related query if the forth column has the value “-1” which means a wrong justification.
For the case of labeling sentences, all sentences are labeled as relevant if the document Id and entity Id of
the candidate sentence is corresponding to one of the rows in the key file, the candidate sentence includes
the answer of the related row and the assessment value is ”1”. All rows that have the assessment value of
“3”, i.e. inexact, are omitted.
The last column of the Judgment file shows the answer that is present for the document. The answers
shown in this column are kept in the same character case as they appear in their documents. Therefore,
they are taken as they are present in the key file (without updating their character cases) when they are
checked whether the candidate sentences contain them as an answer.

8

Explanation about different categories of justifications can be found in
http://www.nist.gov/tac/2012/KBP/task_guidelines/TAC_KBP_Assessment_Guidelines_V3.1.pdf
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CHAPTER 3

3 Document Analysis
This chapter investigates the quality and the efficiency of the document retrieval phase of the whole slot
filling system that is used to improve the results of the sentence retrieval module. To choose most
convenient values for the slots out of the candidate sentences we need to define sentences that are relevant
to the queries. In order to find at least one relevant sentence per query we need a fairly working document
retrieval module. Therefore, in advance to SR task analysis and improving the ranking results, it is seen
beneficial to have a deep analysis of the current DR module. Investigating the results of this initial
analysis will help us to determine whether we have sufficient number of documents for each query. This
analysis will also help us to analyze the SR task performance with a better vision.
The analysis has been carried out for both Dataset-1 and Dataset-2. Since both datasets used for the
experiments reflect similar characteristics in terms of the data format, similar steps of analysis have been
applied to both datasets.
Analyses for both datasets are mainly carried out using one data file per each. These files include main
measurements for the whole slot types of datasets. The creation of this file is explained under the 2.2.2
section of the thesis of which general architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.10. The data file is an excel
file for which we have the following attributes defined. These attributes are shown in Figure 3.1. Further
analysis has been done using the data provided in this data file that is built per each datasets.
Field No
Data Field
Slot Type
1
Total Documents Retrieved
2
Total Relevant Documents Retrieved
3
Actual Relevant Documents Number
4
Precision
5
Recall
6
Average Precision
7
Reciprocal Rank
8
Difference (Ret-Rel)
9
Non-Retrieved Docs Number
10
Figure 3.1: Data fields of basic document analysis data file
Slot Type field of the data file shows the whole slot type lists that is used in the dataset. The next column,
Total Documents Retrieved, shows the number of the documents that retrieved per slot type. Total
Relevant Documents Retrieved shows the number of the relevant documents out of all retrieved
documents. Actual Relevant Documents Number is the field that shows the number of the relevant
documents available in the key file for each slot type. Precision, Recall, Average Precision and
Reciprocal Rank are the measurements calculated per each slot types. Difference (Ret-Rel) field shows the
difference between the number of the retrieved documents and the number of the relevant documents
available per each slot type. Non-Retrieved Docs Number field queries for the case whether we have any
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slot type for which there are no retrieved documents but there are some available relevant documents in
the key file. This is the exactly the case that although there are some relevant documents for some slot
types the system could not retrieve them.
A possible sample of this basic data file that is used in the same format for both datasets is shown in
Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: The sample content of basic DR analysis data file
Once all slot types are gathered in the format that is shown as in Figure 3.2, the further analysis has been
carried out by making use of this data file for each datasets.

3.1 Analysis of Dataset-1
As the first step of the analysis of Dataset-1 the data file in the format of Figure 3.2 is built for this
dataset. After getting this basic data file which talk about the main key points of the dataset-1 it is
observed that for each of the slot type we have exactly 100 documents retrieved. This number is fixed
number of the documents per slot type in the dataset. The number of slot types is 1988 and we only have
number of slots for which we have at least one relevant document retrieved. In
total, for
slots we do not have any relevant document retrieved at all. In addition, among all
slot types 31 slot types are present for which at least one relevant document is defined in judgment file.
This means, although we have some relevant documents available for each of these
slot types, we
could not retrieve any of them in our system. Furthermore, although we have 1988 slot types, we do not
have any relevant documents for
of them that are defined in the key file. Thus, we do not have any
relevant documents retrieved for them as well.
As it is seen most of the slot types are redundant in terms of evaluating the document analysis as total.
Hence, the overall evaluation metrics for the DR module of dataset are calculated in two ways. One way
is getting all slot types as they are without considering the zero number of documents retrieved per slot
type. In this case the denominator of metrics requires a mean (such as MRR, MAP, Mean Recall etc.) is
taken as 1988. This calculation methodology is named as Zero Document Retrieval, ZDR(+). The other
case is to not taking the slot types for which we could not retrieve any relevant documents into
consideration. In this case the denominator of the scores is taken as 467 and it is named as ZDR(-).
Precision value in different levels for Dataset-1 is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: DR P@K values for dataset-1.
When we only consider the slot types for which we have retrieved documents, ZDR(-), we see
for
the P@100 value. P@100 is important for this dataset because we retrieve 100 fixed documents for all
slot types and this number shows us that in average we have retrieved 3 relevant documents among the
slot types for which at least one relevant document exists. So that, for all 467 slots we have 3 relevant
documents retrieved among all 100 documents. P@5 for ZDR(-) also shows that we retrieve the first
relevant document in the top five retrieved documents. This means, In ZDR(-) case, one of the three
retrieved documents in average is already obtained in top 5 documents.

Figure 3.4: DR Mean Precision (MP) and Mean Recall (MR) values for Dataset-1
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As we remember, the main idea of evaluating the DR module was to know whether we have at least one
relevant document for each slot type or we do not. Therefore, the recall value is a key measurement for us
to have an idea about DR module and to improve it. For the slot types that we already have at least one
relevant document we have a quite satisfactory recall value which is 0.816 as it is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
This value shows us that among 467 slots for which we have at least one retrieved relevant document we
obtain most of the relevant documents (averagely more than 8 documents for available 10 relevant
documents, 0.816) available for the slot types. Since we do not have any relevant document for 1491
number of slot types, it does not make sense to consider the ZDR(+) and have a better idea for the recall.
We have 3% retrieved relevant documents for ZDR(-) case (for 467 slots) which both refers to the
precision value in ZDR(-) and P@100 value illustrated in Figure 3.3 .
P@K and mean recall metrics gives good intuition to us about in which order and how many relevant
documents we do obtain for the slot types and how the current document retrieval system is effective in
its business. The other metrics that can help us which are MAP and MRR are illustrated in Figure 3.5. In
ZDR(-) case MRR value,
, shows us that the system retrieve the first documents at top 2 and 3
(
).

Figure 3.5: DR MAP and MRR values for dataset-1
Among all 1521 slot types (1490 STs that we do not have any relevant document provided in key file +
31 STs that we could not retrieve any relevant document for, 1490+31=1521) for which we do not have
any relevant documents “org_dissolved”, “org_members” and “org_political_religious_affiliation” are
the top most relations that no relevant documents retrieved for. The list of the all relations for which we
could not get any relevant document in dataset-1 is provided in Figure 3.6.
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Relation Name
org_dissolved
org_members
org_political_religious_affiliation
per_cause_of_death
per_parents
per_siblings
per_stateorprovince_of_death
per_city_of_death
per_country_of_death
per_other_family
per_date_of_death
org_founded_by
org_shareholders
per_stateorprovince_of_birth
org_member_of
per_religion
per_spouse
per_charges
per_children
per_schools_attended
per_stateorprovinces_of_residence
org_number_of_employees_members
per_country_of_birth
org_founded
per_cities_of_residence
per_countries_of_residence
org_parents
per_date_of_birth
per_city_of_birth
per_member_of
org_subsidiaries
org_website
per_origin
per_alternate_names
org_stateorprovince_of_headquarters
org_city_of_headquarters
per_age
org_country_of_headquarters
per_employee_of
org_top_members_employees
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Number of
Slot Types
49
48
48
47
47
47
47
46
46
46
45
44
44
44
43
43
43
42
42
41
41
40
40
37
37
36
35
35
34
34
33
31
30
28
27
24
23
20
13
11

org_alternate_names
9
per_title
1
Figure 3.6: DR Missing slot types number per relation for Dataset-1
The list showed in the Figure 3.6 covers the 31 STs. In fact, we are basically more interested in these slot
types. We could have been interested in MRR and P@K values of available documents but since DR is
not the main focus of this paper we preferred to be more interested to be sure of having enough data for
each slot types and having some intuition about the slot types for which we are missing documents for.
Therefore, the list of slot types for which we cannot obtain any documents is more important issue for the
analysis of this dataset.
The list of 31 slot types is as follow (see Figure 3.7):

Slot Type
SF540_org_member_of
SF525_org_alternate_names
SF577_per_date_of_birth
SF538_org_country_of_headquarters
SF577_per_cities_of_residence
SF577_per_employee_of
SF577_per_religion
SF577_per_siblings
SF511_org_number_of_employees_members
SF522_org_parents
SF525_org_top_members_employees
SF525_org_website
SF533_org_alternate_names
SF534_org_alternate_names
SF540_org_country_of_headquarters
SF540_org_founded
SF540_org_members
SF540_org_parents
SF540_org_shareholders
SF556_per_alternate_names
SF559_per_employee_of
SF559_per_member_of
SF559_per_title
SF565_per_alternate_names
SF575_per_alternate_names
SF577_per_age
SF578_per_siblings
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Tot. retrieved
relevant. docs.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Actual relevant
docs. number
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

SF589_per_siblings
0
1
SF589_per_stateorprovinces_of_residence
0
1
SF594_per_stateorprovinces_of_residence
0
1
SF596_per_schools_attended
0
1
Figure 3.7: DR list of slot types for which no relevant documents retrieved using Dataset-1.
When we group all 31 slots per Target Name/Entity ID, we reach to following list that is illustrated in
Figure 3.8. The queries used for these Entity Ids are shown in third column.

Target Name

Total number
of missing slot types

Query

SF540
SF577
SF525

6 Red Sox
6 John Kerry
3 KENNEDY
SPACE
CENTER
SF559
3 Barry Goldwater
SF589
2 Mia Farrow
SF511
1 Federal Election Commission
SF522
1 IRGC-QF
SF533
1 Medina hospital
SF534
1 Millonarios
SF538
1 New South Wales Waratahs
SF556
1 Al Hubbard
SF565
1 Christopher Bentley
SF575
1 James B. Stewart
SF578
1 John Negroponte
SF594
1 Paul Watson
SF596
1 Richard Perle
Figure 3.8: DR List of Entity IDs for which no relevant documents retrieved using Dataset-1
The whole set of 31 slot types is taken on the basis of relations to see the list of relations for which the
system miss relevant documents more. This list is illustrated in Figure 3.9.
Total number of
missing slot types

Relation Name
org_alternate_names
per_alternate_names
per_siblings
org_country_of_headquarters
org_parents
per_employee_of
per_stateorprovinces_of_residence
org_founded
org_member_of
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3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1

org_members
1
org_number_of_employees_members
1
org_shareholders
1
org_top_members_employees
1
org_website
1
per_age
1
per_cities_of_residence
1
per_date_of_birth
1
per_member_of
1
per_religion
1
per_schools_attended
1
per_title
1
Figure 3.9: DR list of relations for which no relevant documents retrieved using Dataset-1.
Missing slot type’s lists that are kept in both bases (relation name and entity Id bases) stored in different
files9. As a future work of this thesis one can also look at the data files containing the details (questions
and their answers, the missing document content etc.) of the missing documents for both basis of relation
and entity Ids. These data files are stored in the name of “Dataset_1_MissingDocsListRO.result” and
“Dataset_1_MissingDocsListTO.result” where RO refers to relation order and TO refer to target name
ordered details of documents that could not retrieved for 31 slot types.
For some of the cases above it is observed that the document does not include the exact query words. For
instance, in the case that query is “John Kerry” for the relation per_siblings the answer is “CAM KERRY”.
However, the candidate relevant document does not include the exact term “John Kerry” but the term
“John Kerry’s” which points to errors in stemming applied in document retrieval process. Some of other
missed documents caused because of the case characters mismatches used in query and documents. For
the query “KENNEDY SPACE CENTER” missed documents includes the query words with lower case
characters of which first letters are upper case characters as “Kennedy Space Center”. One another
remarkable missing documents occur for the query “Al Hubbard” where the document does not include
the query word “Al Hubbard” but the words “Hubbard” and “Allan Hubbard” that is the alternative name
of “Al Hubbard”.
Among the slot types that we retrieve at least one relevant document we still miss some other documents
that are present in key file. The number of slot types for which we have at least one relevant document
retrieved but we could not get the all available documents provided in key file is 244. The top ten slot
types (among 244) for which the difference between the total relevant documents retrieved and actual
relevant documents number is highest are shown in Figure 3.10.
Slot Type
SF540_org_top_members_employees
SF590_per_employee_of
SF577_per_member_of
SF558_per_member_of

9

Total Retr.
Documents
100
100
100
100

Total Retrieved
Relevant Docs.
9
5
4
8

Actual Relevant
Docs. Number
35
25
19
23

Dataset_1_MissingSlotTypesTNBasisOrdered and Dataset_1_MissingSlotTypesRNBasisOrdered data files
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SF510_org_alternate_names
100
5
19
SF590_per_title
100
8
19
SF540_org_alternate_names
100
4
15
SF511_org_top_members_employees
100
10
20
SF578_per_employee_of
100
2
11
Figure 3.10: DR top ten slot types for which the retrieved relevant documents are not completely
obtained using dataset-1.
Among 244 slot types we have only one document retrieved for 50 of them although there is more than
one relevant document available in judgment file. The rest 194 of the slot types all includes more than one
relevant document retrieved.

3.2

Analysis of Dataset-2

In order to the analysis for this dataset the same basic data file that is in the same format with the file
sample showed in Figure 3.2 is built for this dataset as well. By getting benefit of this data file it is
observed that the number of the documents retrieved per each slot types is not fixed as opposed to the
case in dataset-1. Total documents retrieved for this dataset varies in the range of 5-500 documents. At
least 5 documents and at most 500 documents are retrieved for the slot types used in this dataset.
As we remember from previous sections of this work we know that the main difference of this dataset
from the dataset-1 is the way that it is used to obtain the documents that includes the exact query terms
whereas this restriction is not applied for dataset-1 in document retrieval process.
The number of slot types used for this dataset is 1988, the number slot types for which we do not retrieve
any relevant document is 1521 and thus the number of slot types for which we have at least one relevant
document is 467 as it is in the case dataset-1.

Figure 3.11: DR P@K level results for dataset-2.
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In this dataset the number of slot types for which we have the minimum number of documents, i.e. 5
documents, is 52. In addition, we have relevant documents provided in the key file for all 5 of them and
all available relevant documents for these five slots are retrieved. Hence, the recall value for each of these
five slot types is 1. The list of these five slot types are provided in Figure 3.12.
Total
Actual
Total
Retrieved Relevant
Slot Type
Retrieved
Precision Recall
Relevant
Docs.
Docs.
Docs.
Number
SF550_per_age
5
1
1
0.2
1
SF550_per_religion
5
1
1
0.2
1
SF550_per_title
5
5
5
1
1
SF553_per_alternate_names
5
1
1
0.2
1
SF553_per_title
5
2
2
0.4
1
Figure 3.12: DR slot types list for which only 5 documents are retrieved using Dataset-2.
Figure 3.11 illustrates that at least one relevant document is retrieved in top 10 documents when zero
document retrieval is not considered in estimation. P@100 has quite low value for ZDR(-) case in
comparison with dataset-1. This stems from the fact that the number of slot types for which we retrieve
more than 100 documents is 208. Therefore, some of the relevant documents are not retrieved in top 100
for these slot types.

Figure 3.13: DR mean precision and mean recall values for dataset-2.
For all 467 slot types for which we have at least one relevant document we are able to retrieve more than
85% (See Recall value: 0.856 shown in Figure 3.13) the available relevant documents.
Especially the number of documents retrieved higher than 100 documents for some slot types causes
lower MAP and MRR values for this dataset. For instance, for the case SF510_org_alternate_names slot
type, we have 19 relevant documents judged as relevant in judgment/key file. 11 of these documents
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could be retrieved by the DR module of the dataset-2 and 3 of the relevant documents are retrieved after
first top 100 documents retrieved. Therefore, we see a lower MRR and MAP values for this dataset in
comparison with the previous dataset. MAP and MRR values of this dataset are illustrated in Figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14: DR MAP and MRR values using dataset-2.
The number of the slot types that although we have relevant documents, we still could not get any
relevant documents for this dataset is 31 too. This number is coincidentally the same number with the
case in Dataset-1 (see Figure 3.15).

Target name
SF578
SF514
SF522
SF509
SF540
SF590
SF533
SF542
SF548
SF555
SF556
SF565
SF575
SF577

Total number of
missing slot types
6
5
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Query
John Negroponte
GMAC's Residential
IRGC-QF
FMR Corp.
Red Sox
Mohamed ElBaradei
Medina hospital
SLDN
Tyco Healthcare
Ahmad Qattan
Al Hubbard
Christopher Bentley
James B.
John Kerry

SF582
1
Lindsay M.
SF585
1
M. Enkhbold
SF596
1
Richard Perle
Figure 3.15: DR list of entity ids for which no relevant documents retrieved using dataset-2.
When some of the queries are analyzed it is seen that these documents are not retrieved for various
reasons. Some of the documents do not include the exact terms provided in the query as in the some of the
cases of the query “John Negroponte”. The relevant documents include the only answer which is “John
D. Negroponte” and the document includes either the query word “Negroponte” or “John” only. One
another reason again occurs for the case of “IRGC-QF” is that all relevant documents available only
include the word IRGC but not the exact term “IRGC-QF”. Similarly, in the case of the query “M.
Enkhbold” the documents do not include the exact term “M. Enkhbold” but they include long form of the
terms, i.e. “Mieagombo Enkhbold”.
When the 31 missing slot types are grouped by the relation type the most commonly seen slot types for
which we cannot retrieve document is per_alternate_names relation. This is stem from the reason that
when the query is provided with the alternate names given with a short form of the middle name, the
document generally includes either the long form of the whole name or some of them. For instance, in the
case of the queries “M. Enkhbold” and “Lindsay M. Hayes” the document either includes the long form of
the “M. Enkhbold” but does not include these exact terms or just include the some part of the query terms
like “Lindsay Hayes” but not “Lindsay M. Hayes”. In some situations, although the document is relevant
and includes the query terms (query terms in different forms), it may not still be relevant to the query for
some specific reasons. One example for this reason is that the one of the letter of the way that the question
word is written may be different when the relation alternate_name is considered. For instance, one of the
queries we have is “Ahmad Qattan” and the answer for this query is “Ahmed Qattan” as an alternate
name. The candidate relevant document only includes the word “Ahmed Qattan” but not the word
“Ahmad Qattan”. One another example is the query “Christopher Bentley”. The candidate document only
includes the words “Chris Bentley” that is the answer and alternate name of the query term.
In the case of “org_stateorprovince_of_headquarters” the documents are not retrieved because the exact
query terms are not found in the documents. For instance, the query terms “FMR Corp.” and “GMAC’s
Residential Capital LLC” are generally occur either they include the terms “FMR” or “FMR LLC” or
generally like only “GMAC” in the document respectively. In addition, “Tyco Healthcare” query occurs
are not found in the relevant document where the answer is “Massachussets” for this relation. The
document includes the words “Tyco”, “Tyco International Inc.”, “Tyco Electronics” but not the exact
terms matching “Tyco Healthcare”.
The full lists of the relations for which we do miss relevant documents are provided in Figure 3.16.
Relation Name
per_alternate_names
org_stateorprovince_of_headquarters
per_schools_attended
org_number_of_employees_members
org_top_members_employees
org_website
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Number of
Slot Types
7
3
3
2
2
2

per_spouse
2
org_alternate_names
1
org_city_of_headquarters
1
org_founded
1
org_members
1
org_parents
1
org_political_religious_affiliation
1
per_charges
1
per_children
1
per_religion
1
per_siblings
1
Figure 3.16: DR list of relations for which no relevant documents retrieved using dataset-2.
When we consider the total number of documents retrieved in comparison with the total number of
relevant documents available, we still miss some documents for some slot types. The top 10 list of the slot
types are provided in following list. The total number of slot types for which we cannot get the full
relevant documents is 221.
Total
Tot.
Actual
Retrie
Slot Type
Ret. Rel
Rel.
Query
ved
Docs.
Docs.
Docs.
SF540_org_top_members_employees
500
17
35
Red Sox
SF590_per_employee_of
500
12
25
Mohamed ElBaradei
SF577_per_member_of
500
7
19
John Kerry
SF511_org_top_members_employees
500
10
20
Federal Election Commission
SF509_org_alternate_names
10
3
11
FMR Corp.
SF510_org_alternate_names
500
11
19
FederalAviation Administration
SF514_org_parents
10
1
8
GMAC's Residential Capital LLC
SF558_per_member_of
500
16
23
Barbara Boxer
SF590_per_title
500
12
19
Mohamed ElBaradei
Figure 3.17: DR top ten slot types for which the retrieved relevant documents are not completely
obtained using dataset-2.
Although the number of the documents we retrieve is highest for most of the slot types shown in
Figure 3.17 the considerable number of documents is still missing. Some of these reasons are already
discussed above. Since even one relevant document retrieved per slot type would be enough and the main
goal of this work is to be interested in SR task, we will not go into more detail of DR analysis. 31 slot
types for which the system cannot find any relevant documents for is found reasonable to continue our
way of analyzing the sentence retrieval module without doing any update for DR module of the system.

3.3 Dataset-1 vs. Dataset-2
Both datasets have the same number of slot types for which no relevant documents are retrieved (1521)
among 1988 slot types in total. The number of slot types for which although we have some relevant
documents available in the key file the system could not retrieve any of them that was 31 and it was the
same for both of datasets. These differences are already discussed in each particular section of the
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datasets. Since we have the same number of slot types (467) for which the system has at least one relevant
document for both datasets, we can compare their performance on the basis of the documents retrieved.
Among the slot types that we retrieve at least one relevant document, the difference between the number
of the retrieved documents and the available relevant documents is lower in Dataset-2. This means in
dataset two the system is more capable to retrieve relevant documents. This is because the fact that
dataset-2 does not restrict itself by the number of the documents to be retrieved. However, in the dataset-1
only 100 documents are retrieved. This property of the datasets causes two outcomes that can be
interpreted both as an advantage and disadvantage from different aspects of view. One is that, putting a
restriction to the number of the documents to be retrieved per query is a disadvantage because this does
not allow the system to retrieve more relevant documents. From another point of view this causes higher
P@K, MRR and MAP values. In the case of dataset-2 where we may have up to 500 retrieved documents,
some of the retrieved relevant documents are listed in the range of 100-500 which causes low P@K, MRR
and MAP values.
P@K values of both datasets are illustrated in Figure 3.18. As it is illustrated there, dataset-1 values are
higher than dataset-2 values because of the reasons discussed above. Similarly, we have better MAP and
MRR values for Dataset-1.

Figure 3.18: DR P@K values of dataset-1 vs. dataset-2
Mean Precision value for dataset-2 is higher because of many slot types for which we have much lower
number of retrieved documents than 100. This number for dataset-2 is 116 slot types. As it is already
mentioned, this number is fixed with 100 for dataset-1. The number of the slot types for which we have
higher than 100 documents retrieved for dataset-2 is 105 and the number of retrieved documents is
proportional to the number of retrieved relevant documents.
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Mean Recall value of both datasets shows us that the capability of the system used in dataset-2 for
grabbing relevant documents out of currently available relevant documents is slightly better than the
capability of the system used in dataset-1 (Figure 3.19).

Figure 3.19: DR MRR, MAP, mean precision and mean recall values of dataset-1 vs. dataset2.
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CHAPTER 4

4 Sentence Analysis
In previous section, we verified that we have enough slot types for which we have at least one relevant
document retrieved. The number of slot types for which we had at least one actual relevant document but
no retrieved relevant document was 31. This number was seen satisfactory enough to go through the
analysis of SR task. In this part of the thesis, we will analyze the sentence retrieval for both of the
available datasets and then we will apply different language models to increase both the probability of
obtaining relevant sentences and getting better ranked sentences. In addition, we will define some patterns
for the SR task to prove that it boosts the performance of the use of language models in SR task.
For the analysis, we used both raw result sets and the filtered sets. Raw result set, is the candidate
sentences retrieved per each query for each datasets. Filtered sets are the filtered candidate sentence set
which are retrieved out of raw dataset by using a filtering process. The filtering process retrieves the
candidate sentences that include the query terms and the expected named entities which are provided in
the queries. To have an idea about the boundaries of the system, we sorted each sentence result set
artificially so that all relevant candidate sentences are ranked as topmost.

4.1 Analysis of Dataset-1
This dataset covers 1988 numbers queries and each query has some retrieved candidate sentences
regardless of considering that the retrieved sentences are relevant or irrelevant to the queries. In total, we
found out that only for 452 number of slot types we have at least one relevant sentence retrieved. For the
rest of the slot types although we retrieve many sentences, we do not have any retrieved relevant
sentences. After we applied the filtering to these set we found that many of the relevant sentences
obtained are not taken to the new filtered list since they did not satisfy the filtering criteria.

Figure 4.1: SR dataset-1 statistics
The number of queries for which we could not retrieve any sentences goes up to 443 after filtering
process. Some important numbers for the dataset-1 is shown in Figure 4.1. Filtered IO refers to the
filtered dataset in which filtering process is carried out with considering the order of the query terms.
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Filtered OF, refers to the filtered dataset in which the system does not care about the order of the query
terms when it looks for occurrence of them in the candidate sentences.
The dataset-1 is analyzed using different measurements such as P@K, MRR and MAP values which are
illustrated in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. Sorted dataset measures, as mentioned before, indicate the
boundaries of the measurement values that can be achieved for the related dataset.

Figure 4.2: SR dataset-1 P@K results

Figure 4.3: SR dataset-1 MAP and MRR results

4.2 Analysis of Dataset-2
The same number of queries (1988) used for this dataset as well. However, the number of queries for
which we could not retrieve any sentences is higher in this dataset since exact term matching filtering
process is already applied in the retrieval phase of the documents. As mentioned before, the documents
for this dataset are obtained such that each document includes the exact query terms. Therefore, the
relevant sentences obtained in the sentence result set of this database are already the sentences including
the exact terms used in the queries. Hence, we do not see considerable variance between filtered and raw
version of the dataset. The statistics for this dataset is shown in Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4: SR dataset-2 statistics
For the raw dataset, in total, we have 1626 number of queries for which we have retrieved candidate
sentences. That means, 362 queries/slot types do not have any retrieved sentences at all. We have at least
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one retrieved relevant sentences for only 321 of 1626 queries. In total, 1305 queries return candidate
sentences but only 321 slot types of them have some relevant sentences. Many of the slot types, for which
there are no retrieved relevant sentences, are mostly the slot types for which the system has no retrieved
relevant documents as well.
After we applied filtering, as it could be predicted in advance, we did not find so many sentences that are
not taken to the filtered version of the dataset. In total, only 27 relevant sentences are not taken when the
filtering process is applied to this dataset. Different measurements achieved for this dataset is illustrated
in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.5: SR dataset-2 P@K results

Figure 4.6: SR dataset-2 MAP and MRR results

4.3 Dataset-1 vs. Dataset-2
The major difference between dataset-1 and dataset-2 is that we generally have many sentences retrieved
for dataset-1 (regardless of considering their relevancy to the query) but relatively fewer list of sentences
retrieved for dataset-2. Although, the retrieved sentences per queries vary for each dataset, the number of
the retrieved sentences for dataset-1 is generally much higher than the number of the retrieved sentences
for dataset-2. A typical sentence result set obtained from one of query used in dataset-1 may include over
4000 sentences whereas dataset-2 roughly includes around 200 at most.
Since the number of retrieved set is quite low but it still keeps the relevant sentences, the number of both
precision and recall is higher for dataset-2. A point to note is that, the calculation is done by using the
value 1988 as denominator for dataset-1 and 1626 for dataset-2 since they show the total number of
queries for each dataset.
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Figure 4.7: SR P@K values of Dataset-1 vs. Dataset-2
For interpretation of the values illustrated in the graphics we could use numbers 452 and 321 as
denominator values for dataset-1 and dataset-2 respectively. For instance, when we take the P@5 value
for dataset-2, which is 0.0438, we can make a better and more realistic interpretation of the value by
multiplying it with the number 1626, and divide it by 321 which will be,

. That

means, for each of slot types/queries of 321 for which we have at least one retrieved relevant sentences,
we have 0.221 P@5 value. This value gives a better idea since we can easily infer from this number that,
averagely in each top 5 sentences we retrieve one relevant sentence for database-2. Because of the fact
that the number of sentences retrieved for dataset-2 is lower, the P@K values for dataset-2 outperform the
P@K values of dataset-1 in general.
After P@15 sentences we see from Figure 4.7 that P@K values for dataset-1 increase. This stems from
the fact that we do not retrieve long sentence list per queries in dataset-2. The retrieved candidate
sentences are generally not higher than 100. However, on contrary, dataset-1 has many long candidate
sentences and retrieved relevant sentences on lower part of the list which cause this range to close as long
as the precision level increases.
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Figure 4.8: SR MAP and MRR values of dataset-1 vs. dataset-2
Due to the facts that were discussed previously, the system based on dataset-2 outperforms the one based
on dataset-1 in MAP and MRR values as well. The values shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 are the
measures for the raw datasets of both datasets. In filtered version of the datasets the difference in
measures between two datasets decreases. Because we lose some relevant sentences for dataset-2 after
filtering and we remove many redundant sentences from long list of dataset-1 which causes for it that the
relevant sentences are put in higher list in the retrieved list. Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 illustrates the
comparison of MAP, MRR and P@K values of filtered version of both datasets.

Figure 4.9: SR MAP and MRR values of dataset1 vs. dataset-2.
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Figure 4.10: SR P@K values of dataset-1 vs. dataset-2.

4.4 Language Model Use for Dataset-2
In this part, we applied four different language models to only our dataset-2 since we retrieved better
results for it. We started by applying the triggering language model and accepted it as our baseline.
Triggering language model is tried in question answering system in the work [3] and given as wellperformed method using language models towards other methods.

Figure 4.11: SR dataset-2 baseline triggering LM results
The results we accepted as our baseline model is listed in the first column of Figure 4.11 in bold. In the
baseline model we used triggering unigram language model. Then we used bigrams using triggering
language model to see how it performs towards unigram model. As it is observable, the use of bigram
decreases the results because that we use NEs tags in the query and occurrence of the query words
together with the named entities is low. Because we know that for a query like “David Turner
B:PERSON”. Although, the occurrence of the words “David Turner” in the sentence is high, the
occurrence of the word pairs “Turner B:PERSON” would decrease the overall probability. Therefore we
obtain lower values for bigram LMs.
We know that we have a query which is constructed in the form of “query words” + “relation_name”+
“Expected Named Entity”. All the sentences in the retrieved documents are already tagged with their
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named entities. In our score calculation processing time, we take all tagged sentences in the documents
and convert them into non-tagged versions. The named entity tags except outside tag “0” are put into the
sentences as a new word and the calculation is carried out by using this new non-tagged version which
includes the named entities as a word of the sentence.
By default, all queries used in the system includes relation name which is used for baseline model,
triggering LM. As mentioned before, in triggering language model we train a language model to have set
of word pairs which are supposed to co-occur (triggers each other) in the context defined. The relation
specifier in our queries triggers some words that may be associated to the relation used. For instance, in
the query “David Turner alternate_names B:PERSON” the relation specifier “alternate_names” may
trigger many other words like “called” or “known” with high probabilities since such words are more
likely to occur in the context that talks about the alternative names of one individual.
The point to be careful about question definition and the weighting is that, we make use of the relation
specifier in the query for only our baseline model, triggering LM, since this model gets benefit of it. For
the other LMs that we applied, we put all these relation specifier into the weight file and give zero
probabilities to them. (We could have preferred changing the program code too).

Figure 4.12: SR absolute discounting language model results.
When we applied absolute discounting LM to the Dataset-2 with different parameters of discounting
constant d, we observed that we reach higher MAP and MRR values for d=0.1. Using this value for d, we
give 1 to 4 different weights to expected named entity tag in the query. We found out that the highest
improvement is done by using weight 3 for expected named entity which is denoted as NE in Figure 4.12.
In our calculation we take weights for each query words from file weight and we do normalization in
calculation formula. Thus, using 3 as named entity weight for a query consisting of two words, the weight
distribution will be 1, 1 and 3. The query words are given weight 1 by the program by default unless they
are not specified in weight file with different weights. Therefore, the overall impact of the named entity
for a query consisting of two words will be

. Getting higher value for absolute discounting

LM when NE weight is %60 of overall query is quite plausible since the relevant sentences are bounded
to have the expected named entity tags.
Later, we applied Drichlet Language Modeling, Linear Interpolation and Log Linear Interpolation LMs to
our dataset-2.
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Figure 4.13: SR Drichlet LM results.
Drichlet models showed up as the best working LMs among the LMs we used for our SR task. Using
Unigram with µ=100 and weight 3 for expected named entity tags give us the best results achieved.

Figure 4.14: SR Linear Interpolation LM results.
Both in Linear Interpolation (LI) LMs and Log Linear Interpolation (LLI) LMs we used Drichlet
language modeling for the two different language models used in the formula of each. The weight ratios
used for each method of LI and LLI LMs are shown in the columns of Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15. These
values are taken as decimal. For instance, the value 1:9 in the column means that, for the language model
one the weight is taken as 0.1 and for the second language model used in the formula the weight is taken
as 0.9.As we notice from Figure 4.15 ranking results of LLI become quite closer the best ranking results
we achieved so far with Drichlet LMs.

Figure 4.15: SR Log Linear Interpolation results.
The overall best working LMs that we observed on Dataset-2 is Drichlet LMs. In total, we achieved
%5.45 improvement in P@50, %10.9 improvement in mean average precision and %6.2 improvement in
the first retrieved relevant sentence score, i.e. mean reciprocal rank. The comparison of all best scores of
each LMs with baseline model is illustrated in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16: SR best results achieved using LMs.

4.5 Use of Relation Based Patterns
We mentioned that we have several major difficulties in SR task. One of the most important challenges
that we face within SR is that the sentences are brief and we suffer from lack of data to associate the
queries with the relevant sentences. Some of the other challenges mentioned that was to find a good way
of constructing the question and dealing with the mismatching words problem between query and
sentences.
To overcome the problems mentioned above, we suggest a new method that can be used for boosting the
performance of the use of LMs in SR task. The method suggested newly in this work using language
models for the SR task can be simply described as that we define patterns per relations and we preprocess
all the sentences in the documents retrieved. We apply all patterns to the sentences beforehand to the real
score calculation process. If the sentences match with any defined pattern then we put a relation specifier
to that sentence as a new word where it is kept in the query as well. Once the relation specifier is put in all
the sentences matched by a pattern, this new sentence file with relation name specifier is used for the
score calculation. Thus, we increase the probability of the retrieving the relevant sentences.
To exemplify the process, we may think a question Q=”Dan Abrams per_parents B:PERSON”. Assuming
that the following patterns P1 and pattern P2 are defined for the relation per_parents we catch the pattern
occurring in the sentence illustrated in Figure 4.17.
P1: “(.*)(the)?\\s((daughter)|(son)) of ([a-z]+){1,3}\\s[A-Z][a-z]+(.*)”
P2: “(.*)([A-Z][a-z]+,?\\s),?\\s?((father)|(mother)) of (the)?(.*)”
The candidate sentence will be matched to the pattern P1 that is defined for this relation. The query
includes the relation specifier, per_parents, and so do the candidate sentences matched by the patterns.
When the sentence in tag file matched with any pattern defined in the system, the pattern specifier will be
put at the end of the sentence as a new word as it is shown in Figure 4.17. This will boost the probability
of getting the sentences covered by the patterns in higher top list as long as the patterns are well-defined.
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Figure 4.17: SR relation based pattern use in a sample sentence.
For our work, in order to have an intuition that for which relations we are missing relevant sentences, we
checked all the slot types for which we could not retrieve any relevant sentences in dataset-2. This
number for the dataset-2 is 1305 slot types. Then, we checked all the documents covering these sentences
and looked for the case whether the document is already among the retrieved document list that has an
answer to the query. If the document is retrieved and it is relevant to the query but the relevant sentence in
the document is still not retrieved by the system, the slot type of the query is taken to a list of slot types to
be analyzed. All the slot types are obtained in this way to find the relation types for which the system is
not able to retrieve the sentences for, although the document(s) including them are retrieved. The same
processing is applied to the Drichlet LM for which we have reached the best sentence retrieval results.
The top list of the relations for which that the system was not able to retrieve relevant sentences from
actual relevant documents, are analyzed and then for the top list of slot types various patterns are defined
manually.
In this work, we only defined patterns for the top seven relations for which the system was not able to
retrieve the candidate sentences. For each relations of seven, one to two different patterns are defined.
After we defined the patterns, we applied them all to the documents retrieved for the dataset-2. Then, we
used the Drichlet LM with the parameters that we achieved best result set.

Figure 4.18: SR pattern weights used in experiments for Drichlet LMs.
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The slot types that we defined relations are listed in the first column of Figure 4.18. The weight
parameters that are written in each of three columns of Figure 4.18 were given based on the precision that
the patterns are defined. The patterns that were believed to defined in a more précised way were given
higher weights.
Assuming that we have a query “Abdul Karim per_religion B-NORP:RELIGION” the weight among
query words will be distributed 1:1:2:3 respectively for the Experiment-1. 1 per each query words, 2 for
relation specifier and 3 for the expected named entity. These values are then normalized in the formula
that we used for our score calculation per each query. We boosted the performance of the best working
Drichlet LM by %2.57 in MAP and by %1.9 in MRR results.
In total we reached to 13.76 % improvement in MAP results by using Drichlet LM together with patterns
for which the weight of the Experimen-1 list is used. The overall improvement reached for MRR value is
10.8 %, see Figure 4.19.
One could think that this improvement stem from the fact that we get the intuition of creating our patterns
per relations from the same training set that we are working on. Therefore the patterns defined are more
likely to grab more relevant sentences. The same dataset is used to define the patterns because we want to
show how efficiently patterns can boost the performance of the best LMs despite to the number of false
positive results may be retrieved. Remembering that when we apply the patterns we grab false positive
results to the query depending on how precisely the patterns are defined. As long as we have well-defined
patterns per relations we may increase number of the relative sentences achieved and we may get less
false positive results. The all matter is to define many patterns per relations and let them to be defined in
such a way that they cover as many relevant sentences as they can and avoid irrelevant (false positive)
sentences.
The use of patterns in SR task that is applied in this work shows us that this method itself is a good way
of boosting the performance of the LMs in sentence retrieval task. The number of patterns defined in this
work is quite few. The more well-defined patterns would retrieve more relevant sentences or give higher
score to the sentences retrieved.

Figure 4.19: SR evaluation results after applying relation based patterns to the best performing LM
(Drichlet LM)
Some of the advantages of using relation based patterns in SR task can be listed as follow:
 It alleviates the exact term matching problem.
 It inherently covers many words that could be put as an expansion word.
 It allows an optimization for the weights that are used for the relation specifier.
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 It is capable to handle challenges stemming from characters used in person or organization names
in different forms {i.e. Ahmed Qattan vs. Ahmad Qattan} that cause the system to miss the
relevant sentences.
The major drawbacks and the handicaps of using relation based patterns in SR task can be listed as
follow:
 It requires an expert and so much time to construct well-defined relation based patterns.
 It may retrieve false positive results that the sentences which satisfy the patterns but still are
irrelevant to the queries.
 It requires an extra time for preprocessing the sentences in retrieved document list.
In our experiment, we used regular expressions to define our patterns using java programming language.
Although, it requires time to define the patterns, once the patterns are defined, they can be applied to any
dataset to boost the performance of the systems using sentence retrieval for slot filling tasks.
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CHAPTER 5

5 Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Summary
In this work, we analyzed two datasets obtained from TAC KBP 2011 slot filling task in different aspects.
First, we analyzed the document retrieval performance of the system on both datasets. Then, we observed
that the number of the slot types for which the system loses a relevant document, is low enough for both
datasets to allow us to focus on sentence retrieval component. 31 slot types that the system was not
retrieving even one relevant document were grouped by their relation types and entity Ids. Slot types for
which missing documents were occurring found and reasons were listed for both datasets. Similarly, the
queries of these slot types are found and reasons that were causing retrieving relevant documents for them
are listed.
After verifying that the document retrieval component of datasets performing enough satisfactorily, the
sentence retrieval performance of both datasets were analyzed with different measurements. We found out
that dataset-2 outperforms over dataset-1 in both ranking the sentences and in MAP and MRR results. The
dataset-2 was taken as working dataset and four different language models were applied to improve the
results of the sentence retrieval. The triggering language model was taken as the baseline since it has
shown good performance in sentence retrieval [14][3]. We observed that using Drichlet LM with various
weighting to the expected named entities improved the MAP by 10.9%. Similarly, 5.45% improvements
have been reached in P@50 using Drichlet language modeling over the baseline model.
To boost the performance of the use of language models in sentence retrieval task, a new method is
proposed in this thesis. The slot types for which the system were missing relevant sentences are analyzed
and new relation based patterns are defined to retrieve the relevant sentences. Relation based patterns
were defined for different seven slot types and each of the sentences in the documents are preprocessed
prior to the ranking process. A new word, the relation specifier, is added at the end of each sentence that
was matching with any patterns defined for a relation. Since the same specifier is used in the query the
probability of getting a relevant sentence per relation is increased by this approach. We found out that the
best achieved system performance in MAP is boosted by about 3% after use of various patterns defined
for the task.

5.2 Future Work
5.2.1 Different Language Model Techniques
In this work, we used only four different LMs to compare with the baseline model. As a future work,
more different language models can be used. The extension of absolute discounting, Kneser-Ney, Ketz
smoothing [9] and class-based language models are just some of different techniques that can be used for
comparing with the methods used in this work so far.
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The performance of the class based language model over sentence retrieval task is verified in the work
described in [3]. One can apply this method, by creating new cluster of words with some state of the art
methods and compare with the currently used techniques in this work.
Similarly, the trigger-target word pairs used in the baseline model can be renewed by training them with
different notions defined in [3] on large corpora.

5.2.2 Use of Relation Based Patterns
The novel relation based patterns approach is introduced in this work to boost the performance of the
language models in slot filling sentence retrieval component. This approach used in this work needs to be
developed so much in many aspects.
One can analyze large corpora of sentences that are retrieved by slot filling queries to have intuition about
defining patterns per each relation. This corpus can be obtained by querying the TAC KBP data collection
with some trusted seed elements. The trusted seed elements are either the name of some well-known
people or the name of some well-known organizations. These patterns per relations can be defined by
analyzing the context that the named entities occur. Alternatively, the corpus of the query and candidate
sentences retrieved per relation can be analyzed to have intuition about defining these patterns manually.
The manual definition of the patterns is time taking and requires experts to define regular expressions for
each slot type. Once they are defined each patterns can be sorted per relation based on their specificity.
The more specific ones can be applied first the more flexible and general patterns later to avoid more
irrelevant sentence retrieval. A co-efficient parameter that will show the best number of patterns to be
used per relations can be trained. Similarly, based on the specificity of the defined patterns per each
relation, weights optimization can be applied to find the best set of weights that will be given to the
relation specifier in the query.

5.2.3 Learning Ranking
One another approach can be applied for the sentence retrieval component of the slot filling task is to
learn the rankings. In our work, we preferred applying language models to have better ranked sentences
whereas we could do train a model based on some features that can be defined in different ways. These
features can be extracted by taking different similarities between the query and sentences. The syntactical
similarities and dependencies that the query shares with the sentences, the different frequency notions of
the query words sharing with the sentence (tf, idf and bigram occurrences etc.) and the number of the
matching words are just some of features that can be defined to build a model. One can define these kinds
of features that show the similarity of the question to the queries and train a model with supervised
learning techniques per each slot type. After applying different supervised learning techniques the results
can be compared to those are achieved in this work.
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Appendix A
A.1 Defined Pattern List

Slot Types
org_website
per_employee_of
per_title
per_parents
per_stateorprovinces
_of_residence
per_other_family
per_religion

Regular Expressions
(.*)((https?|ftps?)://)?www.[\\w/%.?&=-]+(.*)
(.*)former members of\\s[A-Z][a-z]+\\s(.*)
(.*)\\s[A-Z][a-z]+\\sworks for\\s[A-Z][a-z]+\\s(.*)
(.*)(\\sby\\s)([a-z]{4,10}\\s){1,2}[A-Z][a-z]+(.*)
(.*)([A-Z][a-z]+,?\\s),?\\s?((father)|(mother)) of (the)?(.*)
(.*)(the)?\\s((daughter)|(son)) of ([a-z]+){1,3}\\s[A-Z][a-z]+(.*)
(.*)from ((my)|(his)|(her)|(their)|(our)) home state (of)?(.*)
(.*)((is)|(was))\\sborn\\s([a-z]+\\s)?([A-Z][a-z]+)(.*)
(.*)\\s((her)|(his))\\s((grandfather[a-z']*)|(uncle[a-z']*)|(aunt[az']*))\\s?,?\\s?((father)|(mother))*\\s?,?\\s?[A-Z][a-z]+\\s(.*)
((.)*\\s[Jj]ewish|(.)*\\s[Jj]ews?|(.)*\\s[Cc]hristians?|(.)*\\s[Cc]atholic|(.)*\\s[Oo]rtodox|(.)*\\s[M
m]uslim|(.)*\\sSunni|(.)*\\sShiites?|(.)*\\sShia|(.)*\\sIslam.*)
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